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Glutenin protein molecules can form a large “macropolymer” which forms the elastic 

component of the gluten complex in wheat flour doughs. Little work has been done to 

investigate relationships between glutenin macropolymer (GMP) and noodle processing. 

GMP was isolated from flour of 4 wheat varieties; 3 hard- and 1 soft-grained that varied in 

dough properties and protein content. GMP was also isolated from both salted and alkaline 

noodle doughs during processing.  

 

Flours were assessed for mixograph attributes, noodle dough rheology using lubricated 

squeezing flow (LSF), and for cooked noodle texture. Isolated GMP was subjected to 

rheological testing.  

 

Substantial differences in mixograms were evident between varieties in both water and saline 

solution. However, when an alkaline solution was used dough characteristics were radically 

changed and only subtle differences between varieties were evident.  

 

In both salt and alkali conditions, at 0 h hard wheat doughs had longer LSF relaxation times 

and higher residual force than soft wheat doughs (p ≤ 0.001). This was consistent with the 

stronger mixing characteristics of the hard wheats seen in water or saline mixograms but 

differences between the hard wheats were not as clear using LSF. There was not the same 

loss of differentiation between varieties in LSF testing of alkaline noodle doughs as seen in 



alkaline mixographs. LSF maximum force and dough viscosity were higher (p ≤ 0.001) in 

alkaline doughs than salted, indicating that alkaline doughs were stiffer.   

 

Cooked noodle rheology showed that alkaline noodles were stiffer (lower δ) and more elastic 

(higher G’) than salted noodles (p ≤ 0.001).  

 

Cooked alkaline noodles were harder than salted noodle after 24 h dough rest (p ≤ 0.001), but 

not immediately after sheeting (0 h).  

 

GMP from alkaline doughs was gummier and stickier than GMP from salted doughs. 

Gumminess increased in all cases after noodle doughs were compounded. GMP weight 

decreased with sequential processing and decreased more in alkaline doughs. GMP weight 

increased after dough rest in salted doughs more so than in alkaline noodle doughs.  

 

GMP-G’ was noticeably higher in alkaline than salted noodles. After dough resting alkaline 

GMP-G’ increased whereas salted GMP-G’ decreased.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

Wheat’s origins can be traced back to the Fertile Crescent about 10, 000 years ago. 

Domesticated species include “common wheat” (Triticum aestivum), “durum” (Triticum 

turgidum L subsp. turgidum conv. durum) and “spelt” (Triticum spelta). This project is 

focused on common wheat, which will be referred to as ‘wheat’ throughout this paper for 

simplicity. Common wheat is an allohexaploid. An allohexaploid has 6 sets of chromosomes, 

2 sets of chromosomes from each of the 3 parent genomes. The 3 genomes each contribute 7 

chromosomes pairs, hence diploid wheat has a total of 42 chromosomes. The 3 wheat 

genomes are designated A, B and D. For instance, in the case of chromosome 1 in the wheat 

plant, one pair of 1A, 1B and 1D chromosomes will be present. Hence, each trait is controlled 

by 3 gene copies. For example the high molecular weight (HMW) glutenins, are encoded by 

the loci Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1. This genetic complexity makes wheat one of the more 

difficult crops for genetic studies. 

 

Wheat is also one of the most important crops in the world. It is grown on more land 

worldwide than any other cereal crop, and is followed closely in volume by rice and corn. 

Wheat production for 2002-03 was estimated to be 580 million metric tons (mmt) and 

approximately 430 mmt was used solely for human consumption (International Wheat 

Council 2002). Such a high level of consumption is due to the use of wheat based starchy 

foods, such as, bread, pasta and noodles, as basic food and energy sources by a large section 

of the world’s population. In fact, the importance of many wheat based products and their 

progenitors can be traced back to historical times. For instance, Asian noodles, one of the 

oldest forms of processed food can be traced back at least 7000 years. As evidence of this, 

millet-based noodles that resembled la-mian noodle, a traditional Chinese noodle that is made 

by repeatedly pulling and stretching the dough by hand, were found in archaeological digs in 

China in 1999. The noodles were dated from the late Neolithic period (around 4000 years 

ago) (Lu et al 2005). Today, noodles are still one of the major staples in the Asian diet.  

 

Asian noodles are not pasta. Asian noodles and some pasta long-goods (e.g. spaghetti) may 

look similar but they differ in formulation and processing and a number of key end-product 
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attributes. Asian noodles are made from wheat flour whereas pasta is made from semolina 

(coarsely ground endosperm) milled from durum wheat. Asian noodles are sheeted and cut 

into thin strips and various final forms are produced, including fresh (raw), semidried, dried 

(at ambient temperatures), boiled, steamed, steamed and dried, steamed and fried, and frozen 

types (Crosbie and Ross 2004). On the other hand, pastas are generally extruded and dried at 

high temperatures.  However, Asian noodles are not strictly made from wheat flour. They 

may be made from a variety of raw materials such as buckwheat flour, rice flour as well as 

starch derived from mung bean or potato. As a result, one possible categorization of Asian 

noodles is based on the raw ingredients used; wheat flour or non-wheat flour. This project 

focused only on noodles made from wheat flour. 

  

The majority of research in the cereals community is still focused around baking quality and 

breads. For example, the recent interest in relating glutenin macropolymer (GMP) to dough 

rheology and baking quality (Don et al 2003a; 2003b; 2005a; 2006; Payne et al 1987; 

Weegels et al 1996). GMP is the glutenin fraction of wheat gluten that forms an insoluble gel 

layer in 1.5% SDS after dough is centrifuged at very high gravitational force. Don et al 

(2003a) and Weegels et al (1996) reported strong correlations between bread dough 

properties, loaf volume, and GMP quantity and quality. The amount of GMP that is 

extractable generally decreases during mixing of bread doughs (see above citations). In 

contrast, the same decrease is not observed when doughs are “mixed” in simple shear 

(Pieghiembardoust et al 2005). Simple shear may bear more resemblance to the uniaxial 

extension seen in noodle sheeting (Ross and Ohm 2006) than bread dough mixing, hence one 

aspect of the interest in GMP behavior during noodle processing.  

 

Noodle doughs differ from bread doughs in three important ways; as noted, noodle doughs 

are sheeted (deformed in uniaxial extension; Ross and Ohm 2006) rather than mixed to 

develop the gluten network, noodle doughs are made-up with around half of the water added 

to bread doughs, and many noodles are made at very high pH in sharp contrast to any known 

breadmaking system. Hence, although the GMP fraction is correlated with baking quality 

(Weegels et al 1996), its relationships with Asian noodle processing and Asian noodle quality 

are yet unknown.  
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The aim of the project is to increase our understanding and knowledge of how GMP is related 

to noodle dough processing characteristics and cooked noodle texture, and conversely, to 

observe how noodle dough processing influences GMP. GMP is to be isolated from 4 

flours with varying protein content and dough attributes. Additionally, GMP is to be isolated 

from noodle doughs made from the 4 flours at selected stages of processing. Noodles and 

their doughs to be observed in the study are from two major sub-types of Asian wheat-flour 

noodles; alkaline and salted. Qualitative and quantitative differences in GMPs isolated from 

the different flours, noodle types, and dough processing stages are then to be related to 

differences in noodle dough characteristics and cooked noodle texture.  
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 

2.1 Wheat grain and its major components 
 

Wheat (Triticum aestivum) is grown from temperate to tropical regions of the world and 

under suitable conditions the grain has a long storage life. Wheat grain is also highly 

versatile; it can easily be made into many products ranging from flat breads to different 

varieties of noodles.  

 

A single wheat kernel weighs about 35 mg and is about 8 mm long. However, such physical 

characteristics may vary due to cultivar, environment as well as the location of the kernel on 

the spike (Hoseney 1986).  A schematic diagram of a wheat kernel is shown in Figure 2.1.  

 
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of a wheat kernel (Hoseney 1986) 
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Wheat kernels contain 13-17% of bran, 2-3% of germ and 81-84% of endosperm (Posner 

2000). The bran layers are rich in protein, cellulose, hemicelluloses, and ash (minerals). The 

pericarp is a multilayer structure that protects and supports the endosperm during growth. The 

pericarp and aleurone contain most of the pentosans (35% and 39% respectively) mainly in 

forms of arabinoxylans. The germ is rich in protein, fats, sugars, and ash. The germ is also 

known as the embryo and is the next generation plant. The major components of the 

endosperm are starch (60-75%), proteins (6-20%), moisture (~10%) and lipids (1.5-2.0%).  

 

Wheat can be classified based on planting season and seed coat color – winter and spring 

wheats, and red and white wheats respectively. Furthermore, it can also be classified into two 

groups based on kernel texture – hard and soft wheats. Hard wheats generally have a higher 

percentage of gluten and are suited generally for products such as breads and noodles. Hard 

wheats require more energy to grind due to the strong starch-protein bondings. The result of 

higher energy input leads to higher starch damage because of rupturing starch granules. Soft 

wheats on the other hand commonly have a higher percentage of starch than hard wheats 

(Lineback and Rasper 1988) and are suited generally for products such as cakes and cookies.   

 

2.1.1 Wheat starch 
  

Starch is the most abundant source of polysaccharide and makes up about 60 to 75% of total 

wheat carbohydrates (Hoseney 1986). Starch exists naturally as discrete granules and these 

are the storage compartments of this energy source. Granular starch is partially crystalline 

and exhibits birefringence under polarized light. Wheat starch granules can be spherical or 

lenticular, range from 1-30 μm in size, are dense, insoluble and swell slightly in cold water. 

In general, starch content of wheat grains is inversely proportional to protein content (Shelton 

and Lee 2000). Wheat starch attributes were not being directly investigated in this project. 

However, it is essential to understand the profound influence starch has on noodle texture to 

correctly interpret changes in texture resulting from changes in protein content or 

composition.  
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At the molecular level, wheat starch exists as two distinct polyglucose polymers: amylose and 

amylopectin. Amylose is a linear polymer of α–D-glucose linked α-1, 4, with molecular 

weight ranging from 105 to 106 (Figure 2.2).  Amylose however may also have occasional 

branching with α-1,6 linkage at an average frequency of 1.6% (Shelton and Lee 2000). 

Amylose chains have both reducing and non reducing ends and generally exist as single or 

double helices, which secondary and tertiary structures are stabilized by hydrogen bonds or 

van der waals forces.  Amylose content in wheat starch is dictated by the source of starch, 

climate and soil conditions. In general, about 25% of wheat starch is in amylose form 

(BeMiller and Whistler 1996). Amylopectin on the other hand is a very large highly branched 

polymer with α–D-glucose chains linked α-1,4 similar to that in amylose (Figure 2.2). 

Amylopectin branch points are linked α-1,6 (Hoseney 1986). The branching of amylopectin is 

more frequent than for amylose, with an average frequency of 4-5% of total linkages (Shelton 

and Lee 2000). The proposed structural composition of amylopectin (Figure 2.3) was 

generalized using a cluster model, where amylopectin has only one reducing end (C-chain) to 

which numerous branches (B chain) are attached via α-1,6 glycosidic bonds. In addition, one 

or more terminal branches (A chain) can form glycosidic bonds with the B chains to generate 

further branching. Approximately 75% of amylopectin is present in all common starches and 

its molecular weight ranges from 107 to 5 x108 (BeMiller and Whistler 1996). The ratio of 

amylose and amylopectin is determined genetically and varies in different species and 

varieties.  

 

Biosynthesis of amylose is controlled by the starch synthetic enzyme; granule bound starch 

synthase (GBSS), which is encoded in wheat at each of the 3 Wx loci, WxA1, WxB1 and 

WxD1, which are located on chromosomes 7A, 4A, and 7D respectively. “Wild-type” or 

“normal” starches have functional GBSS alleles at all 3 Wx loci and the normal ratio of 

amylose:amylopectin of around 1:3. In the case where null or non-functional alleles are 

present at all 3 Wx loci amylose-free or “full waxy” wheats are produced. Amylose-free 

wheat is termed “waxy” wheat. “Partial” waxy wheat on the other hand has one or two null 

alleles, or conversely, 1 or 2 functional alleles coding for GBSS. Partial waxy wheats 

therefore have intermediate levels of amylose. The importance of the Wx genes is addressed 

in starch geletanization and retrogradation below.  
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Figure 2.2 Structural of amylose and amylopectin  

 

 
Figure 2.3 Proposed structural composition of amylopectin (Parker and Ring 2001) 
 

 

Starch pasting and gelatinization 

 

Starch gelatinization and pasting properties are important factors that influence end-use 

quality of wheats.  Starch is insoluble in cold water, but it becomes soluble when heated in 

water above a critical temperature. Gelatinized starch forms a thickened paste and starch 

pasting properties can be measured using specialized viscometers such as the Rapid Visco 

Analyzer (RVA), where starch is heated and cooled in excess water. A typical RVA curve is 

shown in Figure 2.4. When heat is applied, the starch granules lose their crystalline structure 

and start to swell. As the granules swell up, viscosity increases. The temperature at which this 

change occurs is known as pasting temperature. Pasting and gelatinization temperatures are 
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different for different starches as a result of factors such as amylose:amylopectin ratio. As 

heat is continuously applied, the granules continue to swell and some of the smaller amylose 

molecules then leach out of the granules increasing viscosity to its peak. Eventually, the 

starch granules rupture, viscosity decreases and amylopectin is released into the solution. The 

amylose, amylopectin and granule remnants then form a highly entangled phase in the paste. 

The paste then cools to form a rigid gel due to recrystallization of starch molecules in a 

process known as retrogradation. The rate of retrogradation varies depending on factors such 

as the ratio and structure of amylose and amylopectin, concentration and source. For example 

starch with reduced amylose such as partial waxy starches forms cooled gels with lower 

rigidity (Crosbie and Ross 2004). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Diagram of RVA curve and common parameters ( Crosbie and Ross 2007; 
Newport Scientific 1998) 

 

2.1.1.1 Non-starch polysaccharides 
 
Non-starch polysaccharides include pentosans, cellulose, β-glucan, glucomannan, and 

xyloglucan. The pentosans are the main non-starch polysaccharide in wheat flour and are 

predominantly composed of arabinoxylans (AX). Pentosans also contain arabinogalactan as a 

minor component (Lineback and Rasper 1988).  AX can be divided into two categories: water 
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extractable AX (WEAX) and water unextractable AX (WUAX). WEAX make up 25% of 

total AX and WUAX make up the other 75% (Meuser and Suckow 1986). The general 

structure of AX is a linear backbone of anhydro-D-xylopyranosyl residues linked together by 

β-1,4 glycosidic bonds. The major substituent α-L-arabinofuranosyl residues can be linked to 

either the 2- and/or 3- positions of the xylosyl residues. Ferulic acid, a minor substituent, is 

generally linked to the O5 atom of an arabinosyl substituent. The AX backbone without 

substitutions is relatively flexible, however, substitutions of arabinosyl residues change its 

conformation, reducing both flexibility (increasing viscosity per unit weight) and solubility.  

 

WEAX increase dough viscosity by forming cross links when solubilized in water, leading to 

changes in gluten formation and properties. WUAX on the other hand, increase viscosity by 

their ability to trap large amounts of water, affecting dough water absorption and are 

negatively correlated with breadmaking properties (Courtin et al 1999).  

 

2.1.2 Wheat kernel proteins 
 

Wheat kernel protein content generally ranges from 8-16% depending on the variety, class 

and growing environment (Lasztity 1999; Pomeranz 1988). Adequate soil moisture 

throughout the growing season generally results in low protein content, whereas dry 

conditions and nitrogen applications favor high protein levels (Saint Pierre et al 2007).  

 

Wheat kernel proteins can be separated into 4 groups based on a fractional procedure used by 

Osborne – albumins (soluble in water), globulins (soluble in dilute salt solution), gliadins 

(soluble in 70% ethyl alcohol) and glutenins (soluble in dilute acids and bases) (Lookhart and 

Bean 2000). Although there is some overlap between the four groups, this classification is 

useful and important for functional and structural estimation.  

 

The endosperm storage protein is made up of glutenins and gliadins. The storage proteins 

comprise of 80 – 85% of total wheat kernel protein, making it the bulk component. The 

storage proteins come together after hydration and the application of mechanical work to 

make gluten, the component which gives dough its viscoelastic character. More than 60% of 

gluten proteins are glutenins. These are a heterogeneous group, composed of proteins of very 
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high molecular weights that contribute both cohesive and elastic properties. The gliadins 

consist of a diverse group of proteins with lower molecular weights.  Majority of research on 

wheat proteins has been focused on the storage proteins. Of these, majority have focused on 

further understanding the roles of glutenins and their influence in breadmaking. 

 

2.1.2.1 Wheat endosperm storage proteins 
 

Glutenins 

 

Glutenins are a heterogeneous mixture of proteins that are linked via disulfide bonds. These 

proteins can be classified into 4 groups based on electrophoretic mobility. The A-group, also 

known as the high molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) ranges from 80,000 – 

120,000 Da. The B-, C- and D-groups make up the low molecular weight glutenin subunits 

(LMW-GS) and are related to γ- , α- and ω-gliadin respectively. Glutenin subunits create the 

elastic network. More particularly the high molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS), 

although low in quantity, are the most crucial elements in the gluten network. The HMW-GS 

contribute strength to gluten elasticity by their ability to form large disulfide linked 

complexes. Glutenin polymers can reach molecular weights of about 20 million Da, making 

them some of the biggest natural polymers in the world. 

 

There are many individual HMW-GS. These are coded for by the Glu-1 loci located on the 

long arm of homoeologous chromosome 1. The Glu-1 genes are inherited according to simple 

Mendelian genetics and multiple allelism is present at each locus. The alleles at the three Glu-

1 loci (Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1) are responsible for HMW-GS diversity. Each locus has 2 

linked genes that encode for either the x (lower electrophoretic mobility and higher molecular 

weight) or y subunits leading to increased variation in the HMW-GS. For instance, in the case 

of Glu-D1d  there are two genes that encode for either subunit Dx5 or Dy10 (Gianibelli et al 

2001; Lafiandra et al 1990). Gene silencing also occurs. As a result some wheat varieties 

have only 3 to 5 HMW-GS instead of the theoretical maximum of 6 different subunits.   

 

HMW-GS structure consists of a hydrophilic central repetitive domain made up of short 

amino acid sequences and forming approximately 85% of the protein. In addition, its end is 
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flanked by two hydrophobic non-repetitive domains, which contain most of the cysteine 

residues (Gianibelli et al 2001). Cysteine residues provide the mechanism for the formation 

of the intermolecular disulfide bonds that lead to large polymeric aggregates of glutenins in 

doughs. The repetitive central domain adopts a β-reverse turn, which subsequently results in 

elasticity as the loops elongate and compress when stress is applied or removed (Belton 

1999).  It is these structural features, cysteine cross-linking in concert with the natural 

elasticity of the repetitive domain, which are the basis of glutenin elasticity. 

 

The LMW-GS although more abundant than the HMW-GS received less focus mainly due to 

extensive overlapping with gliadins in SDS PAGE gels. According to Gianibelli et al (2001) 

the LMW-GS can be subdivided into two groups based on the N-terminal. Group 1 includes 

the LMW-m (methionine) or LMW-s (serine) and group 2 includes those that have sequences 

similar to γ- or α-gliadin. The LMW-GS are encoded on the short arm of chromosome 1AS, 

1BS and 1DS on the Glu-A3, GluB3 and GluD3 loci respectively. Evidence suggests that the 

genes controlling the LMW-GS are closely linked and are inherited as a block. According to 

Gupta and Sheperd (1990a), there are 6 LMW-GS blocks for Glu-A3, 9 blocks for GluB3 and 

5 blocks for GluD3 loci. The 3 chromosomes do not encode equal numbers of LMW-GS. The 

majority of the LMW-GS appeared to be encoded by chromosome 1B. Studies also suggest 

that the Gli-B1 locus that encodes for the gliadins and Glu-B3 are closely located on 

chromosome 1B, suggesting a high possibility of linkages between the two groups (Gianibelli 

et al 2001). The GluD3 locus that encodes the D-subunit is completely linked to Gli-D1 locus 

on chromosome 1D (Gianibelli et al 2001). The effects of HMW-GS composition on 

breadmaking quality have been well established. For instance, Payne et al (1987) showed that 

there is a positive correlation between the presence of subunit 5+10 and bread loaf volume. 

When the 5+10 subunit was substituted with the 2+12 subunit bread loaf volume tends to 

decreased (Popineau et al 1994). 

 

The molecular structure of LMW-GS is similar to HMW-GS. LMW-GS are comprised of 250 

to 300 amino acid residues and there is a repetitive domain at the N-terminal that is rich in β-

turns resulting in high rigidity. This repetitive domain accounts for 30-50% of LMW-GS 

molecular composition. The rest of the protein is made up of a short non-repetitive domain 

that is rich in α-turns at the C-terminal end. The C-terminal is reported to have up to 7 
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cysteine residues, one of which is left unpaired and able to participate in disulfide bondings. 

Masci et al (1999) showed that it is this single unpaired cysteine residue in most of the C and 

D-type LMW-GS that allows some of them to act as chain terminators to stop glutenin 

polymerization, which leads to a negative impact on dough strength. On the other hand, 

LMW-GS with more than 2 cysteine residues such as the majority of the B-type LMW-GS 

can also increase dough strength by forming aggregates through intermolecular disulfide 

bonds with the HMW-GS (D’Ovidio and Masci 2004).  

 

Gliadin 

 

Gliadins are single polypeptide chains (monomeric) when compared to glutenins that are 

made up of multiple chains interlinked via disulfide bonds (polymeric) (Gianiabelli et al 

2001). Gliadins can be divided into 4 groups according to Jones et al (1959) based on 

increasing electrophoretic mobility into ω-gliadin, α-gliadin, β-gliadin and γ-gliadin 

respectively. In addition, gliadins can also be divided into groups based on cysteine content 

and molecular weight; α-, β- and γ-gliadin are cysteine rich (S-rich) groups and ω-gliadin has 

no cysteine (S-poor) (Lasztity 1999). The ω-gliadin lacking cysteine residues are unable to 

form disulfide bonds (Gianiabelli et al 2001). All cysteine residues in cysteine-containing 

gliadins are intramolecular and are unable therefore to participate in polymeric formations 

with glutenins. The basic structure of gliadin proposed by Tatham et al (1990) is made up of 

repetitive regions and non-repetitive regions flagged by a N- and a C-terminal. The repetitive 

region was proposed to be within the N-terminal. The non-repetitive region and 

intramolecular disulfide bond formation on the other hand was proposed to occur at the C-

terminal.  

 

Gliadin genes are encoded on the short arm of chromosome groups 1 (1A, 1B, 1D) and 6 (6A, 

6B, 6D).  The loci for these tightly linked genes are designated Gli-A1, Gl1-B1 and Gli-D1 

for the three homologous loci of chromosome group 1 and Gli-A2, Gli-B2 and Gli-D2 for the 

three homologous loci of chromosome group 6 (Gianiabelli et al 2001; Lafiandra et al 1990). 

Gli-A1, Gli-B1 and Gli-D1, and Gli-A2, Gli-B2 and Gli-D2 are collectively known as the Gli-

1 and Gli-2 loci respectively. All of the ω-gliadin, most of the γ-gliadin and some of the β-

gliadin are encoded by the Gli-1 genes. On the other hand, all of the α-gliadin and any 
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remaining gliadins are encoded by the Gli-2 genes. These genes are inherited via simple 

Mendelian genetics and multiple allelism was discovered in both Gli-1 and Gli-2 loci, which 

is the basis of using gliadin polymorphisms for cultivar identification in wheats (Lafiandra et 

al 1990).  

 

Gliadins are thought to contribute the viscous aspect of gluten visco-elasticity. They are also 

cohesive but exhibit viscous flow.  Overall, it is the interactions between, and within, the 

glutenins and gliadins provide the unique viscoelasticity of wheat flour doughs. However, 

according to current literature, gliadins may not have a direct impact on dough quality. 

Instead, it is believed that the tight genetic linkage with the LMW-GS that contribute to the 

previous perceived effect (Gianibelli et al 2001).  

 

2.1.3 Glutenin macropolymer (GMP) 
 
Glutenin macropolymer (GMP) is the glutenin fraction of wheat gluten that forms an 

insoluble gel layer in 1.5% SDS after centrifugation. GMP polymer is made up of mainly 

HMW-GS and LMW-GS. Extensive work on GMP and its relationships to baking quality has 

been reported (Don et al 2003a; 2003b; 2005a; 2006; Payne et al 1987; Weegels et al 1996). 

However nothing has been reported about GMP in relation to noodle doughs. Therefore, 

GMP isolated from breadmaking-type doughs (those with ~ 60% added water) will be used to 

provide the overall background on the formation and properties of GMP.  

 

GMP appears to be a useful predictor of dough properties and bread loaf volumes as these 

correlate with the quantity and rheological and structural characteristics of GMP (Don et al 

2005a; Popineau et al 1994; Weegels et al 1996). In turn, the rheological and structural 

characteristics of GMP can be related to its composition. Recent studies of GMP and the 

glutenin study of Payne et al (1987) suggest that there may be a particular link between the 

HMW-GS composition and GMP properties.  A number of models have been proposed to 

explain GMP structure. Graveland et al (1985) suggested that the GMP structure is based on a 

branched polymer, where the backbone of the polymer structure is comprised of x- and y-type 

HMW-GS that are linked in a tandem array via disulfide bonds. Gao et al (1992) on the other 

hand suggested that GMP is made up of “disulfide bond linked oligomers” that may be 
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susceptible to cleavage, thus leading to the breakdown of GMP during mixing. Weegels et al 

(1996) speculated that factors that stabilize or destabilize interactions within GMP may be 

related to the differences in dough strength and quality due to the series of physical and 

chemical changes that occur during dough mixing.  

 

However, no model seems able to fully explain GMP structure. As a result, a “combined” 

model was proposed by Lindsay and Skerritt (1999). This model included two factors that 

dominate GMP structure – a backbone and branches. The authors suggested that GMP is 

made up of a “backbone composed of HMW-GS oligomer and LMW-GS oligomer” (Lindsay 

and Skerritt 1999). Branching is caused by the presence of y-type HMW-GS due to their extra 

cysteine residue. As a result, the polymer is able to form inter-chain disulfide bonds with 

LMW-GS. Generally, the branches are made up of B-type LMW-GS arranged in a head-to-

tail manner. Since C-type LMW-GS have a single unpaired cysteine residue, it usually acts as 

the termination point. In addition, the backbone can also be comprised of only HMW-GS. In 

this case, the branch points arise similarly due to the presence of y-type HMW-GS. Branching 

can also be made up of only LMW-GS or both LMW-GS and HMW-GS (Lindsay and 

Skerritt 1999). 

 

According to Lindsay and Skerritt (2000), some bonds within the GMP structure are more 

susceptible to cleavage that others. This has led them to hypothesize that GMP structure is 

made up of a hierarchical organization. Antibody probes were used for immunocytochemical 

localization to help refine the combined model (Lindsay and Skerritt 2000). The authors used 

this data to support their hierarchical organization hypothesis, where HMW-GS appear to be 

arranged in a linear fashion, forming the ‘backbone’ of the GMP structure, thus providing 

stability and flexibility. “The globular LMW-GS are then distributed along the backbone as 

discrete clustered structures with gliadins scattered throughout the protein polymer network” 

(Lindsay and Skerritt 2000). As a result the exposed LMW-GS branches are more susceptible 

to chemical or reduction cleaveages. This may be used to explain an observed increase in 

small polymers indicative of LMW-GS when doughs were overmixed (Graveland et al 1979; 

Skerritt et al 1999).  
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A more recent particulate gel model proposed by a several groups has been proposed to 

explain variations in dough properties (Don et al 2003a; 2003b; Hammer and van Vliet 2000). 

In this case the gel is thought to be made up of particles ranging from 1-300μm stabilized by 

a number of physical and chemical interactions. Don et al (2003a) was able to show the 

effects of differences in HMW-GS compositions in the GMP gel using confocal scanning 

laser microscopy (CSLM). CSLM showed that GMP with the 5+10 HMW-GS is made up of 

distinct spherical particles whereas GMP gel layer with the 2+12 HMW-GS is made up of 

less distinct and more dispersed spherical particles (Figure 2.5). Assuming the GMP is indeed 

a particulate gel, factors such as concentration and particle-particle interactions and particle 

compressibility are some important factors in determining dough properties. Although studies 

on GMP structure modeling showed similarities in explaining formation of glutenin network, 

work on associations of between HMW- and LMW-GS as well as other peptides need to be 

further explored in order to reach a consensus. 

 

What happens to GMP during dough mixing? 

 

Basic breadmaking procedures involve cycles of mixing, resting and proofing before the 

dough is baked. During dough mixing the gluten network is thought to form gradually by 

means of disulfide bonding. However, comparisons of different varieties of wheat showed 

that GMP weight decreased with increasing mixing time in all cases. The rate of decrease was 

slower for flour with strong dough mixing properties compared to flour with weak dough 

properties (Don et al 2003b; Skerritt et al, 1999; Weegels et al 1996). This decrease in GMP 

weight when quantified is correlated to an increase in polymers of smaller molecular weight 

or as the increase in the SDS-soluble fraction of the GMP gel. It seems that during mixing, 

the GMP depolymerizes causing the size of protein aggregates to shrink. Size exclusion (SE) 

HPLC analysis of mixed dough showed an increase in low molecular weight fractions, which 

supported the hypothesis that GMP depolymerizes during mixing (Skerritt et al 1999). 

However, the decrease in GMP content starts before peak dough development time, 

suggesting that GMP content may not be directly linked to dough breakdown, which is 

negatively correlated with loaf volume (Pritchard and Brock 1994). As a result, dough 
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Figure 2.5 CSLM images of GMP dispersions of (a) variety with subunit 2+12, (b) variety 
with subunit 2+12, (c) variety with subunit 5+10, (d) variety with only subunit 7 (Don et al 
2003a) 
 

 
breakdown and GMP depolymerization may be two different aspects of protein behavior 

under mechanical stress.  

 

GMP depolymerization and its relative rate differences in flours with weak and strong dough 

mixing properties may be examined using dynamic rheology. Elastic modulus (G’; energy 

stored in the GMP or rigidity) of the GMP isolated from doughs is an important indicator of 

flour quality that generally shows a positive relationship with loaf volume (Don et al 2003b; 

2005a; 2006). GMP gel rigidity is mainly the result of the size and interactions of the HMW-

GS (Don et al 2003a). Within a single sample of GMP the magnitude of G’ is also dependent 

on the amount of mechanical deformation applied and G’ decreases as deformation increases 

[e.g. where deformation increases with time at a constant frequency of deformation]. This 
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decrease in G’ as deformation increases is faster for GMP isolated from flours with weak 

dough properties. Another method of observing GMP is to use the Huggins constant (K’). K’ 

is a measure of particle-particle interactions and is related to the intrinsic viscosity of a 

polymer; i.e.; the volume a polymer occupies per unit mass, larger volumes are related to 

larger, less flexible molecules that have higher viscosity and greater particle-particle 

interactions. GMP from weak doughs has a lower K’, hence has weaker or less frequent 

particle-particle interactions. The weak GMP gel having weaker particle-particle interactions 

is therefore more susceptible to breakdown when deformation is applied hence the faster 

decrease in G’ as deformation increases. In contrast, GMP isolated from flours with strong 

dough mixing properties has stronger particle-particle interactions and is more stable and able 

to resist higher amounts of deformation. Furthermore, GMP from flours with weak dough 

mixing properties also has a higher delta (δ; energy loss to energy storage ratio) value, 

indicating that the GMP from weak doughs is less solid-like in nature than GMP isolated 

from stronger doughs. Since GMP protein content does not decrease as much as GMP weight 

during mixing, the differential rates of decrease in GMP G’ as deformation increases, 

between weaker and stronger doughs, is likely due to the different particle interaction 

strengths (Don et al 2003a; 2003b).  

 

GMP wet weight increases again during resting of doughs (Weegels et al 1997a; b). 

However, the repolymerization is not complete so subunits may be incorporated at different 

amounts and rates. Using a study with flour ranging from weak to very strong dough mixing 

properties, Don et al (2003a; 2003b; 2005a) showed that flour with strong dough mixing 

properties has more GMP. The effects of mixing on GMP wet weight (amount of GMP 

isolated) has been discussed above. However, the factor that dominates GMP wet weight and 

the rate of incorporation after depolymerization was unknown. Weegels et al (1997a) reported 

differences in repolymerization rate amongst the various subunits. Repolymerization rate may 

also be different for the x- and y-type subunits, where x -types are incorporated at a higher 

rate. It is hypothesized that larger polymers have more x-type subunits. Since the x-types 

form more disulfide bonds due to higher number of cysteine residues, they also tend to 

repolymerize at a faster rate. The effect of repolymerization is not determined by the HMW-

GS alone, LMW-GS proteins may also play a role in the inhibiting reorganization of some 

subunits back into GMP during resting. Weegels at al (1995; 1997b) showed that the increase 
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in LMW-GS proteins has a negative impact on repolymerization during dough rest, although 

this effect is unspecified.  

 

Mixing time (increased mechanical stress) also has an effect on GMP. Using another measure 

of intrinsic viscosity, in this case, voluminosity [η] (L/g) of the particles that are the basis of 

the particulate gel model (Don et al 2005a), it was possible to relate the effect of different 

mixing regimes (undermixed, overmixed and mixed to optimum) on GMP particles. The 

factor that controls [η] is unclear. However, Don et al (2005a) was able to relate [η] to HMW-

GS composition when [η] was used as an indicator of mixing time to peak (TTP). The shorter 

TTP was indicative of lower dough quality.  At optimum mixing, majority of GMP is 

converted to SDS soluble protein fractions leading to maximum [η] of the protein fraction 

(Don et al 2005a). This is supported by the fact that solubility of GMP particles is dominated 

by particle size, and solubility increases with continued mixing due to depolymerization (Don 

et al 2003b; 2005a). The overmixed sample showed a decrease in [η] in the same protein 

fraction suggesting that overmixing further disintegrated the aggregates leading to a decrease 

in intrinsic viscosity.  

 

Ability of GMP to repolymerize is also affected by different mixing regimes. When mixed to 

optimum, rate of repolymerization was faster compared to dough that was over- and 

undermixed (Don et al 2005a). Hence, the relationship between GMP weight and rheological 

properties may also depend of external factors such as mixing regimes. The effect of mixing 

regimes is not well understood, but it is clear that the impact on the proteins’ ability to 

repolymerize is significant. Subsequently Pieghiembardoust et al (2005) reported that simple 

shear did not decrease GMP weight as observed in z-blade mixing. Additionally, simple shear 

did not show a similar decrease in particle size distribution of the GMP gel as seen in z-blade 

mixing. This indicated that in addition to the intensity of energy applied, the type of 

mechanical stress is also a crucial aspect of changes observed in GMP. Noodle doughs differ 

from bread doughs in three important ways; noodle doughs are sheeted (deformed in uniaxial 

extension; Ross and Ohm 2006) rather than mixed to develop the gluten network, doughs are 

made-up with around half of the water added to bread doughs, and many noodles are made at 

very high pH in sharp contrast to any known breadmaking system. Hence, although the GMP 

fraction is correlated with baking quality (Weegels et al 1996), its influence on both Asian 
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noodle processing, which more resembles simple shear than bread-dough mixing, and Asian 

noodle quality is yet unknown.  

 

2.1.3 Lipids 
 

About 1.5 – 2.0% of the wheat kernel is made up of lipids, and of these 70% are non-polar 

lipids, 20% are glycolipids and 10% are phospholipids (Hoseney 1986). Most of the 

phospholipids in the wheat kernel are found in the germ, which is removed during milling to 

increase storage life. Lipids have the high tendency to undergo degradation through oxidation 

and hydrolysis, releasing free fatty acids and volatile compounds with foul odors. Morrison 

(1988) reported that at less than 8% moisture content, lipids tend to oxidize releasing volatiles 

that causes off-flavor and decrease baking quality. Lipids can also affect noodle quality. 

Surface firmness was decreased with the removal of free lipids, suggesting a role for free 

lipids in maintaining surface rigidity of cooked noodles by restricting starch swelling. (Rho et 

al 1989). Although lipids may have an impact on cooked noodle quality, it is not a major 

focus in this study and will not be discussed in more detail.  

2.2 Asian noodles 
 

Asian noodles are one of the oldest forms of processed food. Their origins can be traced in 

China as long as 7000 years ago. Today, noodles are still one of the major staples in the 

Asian diet. According to Hou (2001), Asian wheat-flour noodles can generally be divided 

into 4 categories based on:  

 

Raw materials: Based on the type of wheat, Asian noodles can be categorized as hard-bite or 

soft-bite noodles. Hard-bite noodles are generally made with higher protein hard wheat flour 

and have a harder texture. On the other hand, soft-bite noodles for example, Japanese udon 

noodles are made with lower protein soft wheat flour and have a softer more elastic texture 

partly related to a preference for flour milled from wheats with reduced starch amylose 

content. 
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Formulation: Depending on the final product and its intended pH, the formulation will also 

include water in which is dissolved either or both table-salt or alkaline compounds. The most 

commonly used alkaline compounds are sodium and potassium carbonates. The two 

categories are commonly described as white salted noodles or yellow alkaline noodles. 

Addition of alkali gives noodles a unique yellowness, flavor and aroma, thus allowing us to 

differentiate them from salted noodles, which are typically creamy white (Miskelly 1996). 

Both salted and alkaline noodles preferably have an elastic texture but alkaline noodles are 

generally firmer (Huang and Morrison 1988), although there is considerable overlap.  

  

Size: Noodles can be cut into rectangular, round or square strips based on thickness of the 

noodle sheet. For instance, in Japan, white salted noodles can be grouped based on noodle 

size. Additionally, both white salted and alkaline noodles in Southeast Asia can also be 

divided into groups based on width and thickness. 

 

Processing: Asian noodles are typically made in two ways; ‘hand-made’ or ‘machine-made’. 

Hand-made noodles are continuously stretched by manual pulling and swinging until the 

doughs become long thin strands. Hand-made noodles have an elastic texture and usually 

require short cooking time. Machine-made noodles were introduced to enable mass 

production. The basic process for machine-made noodles includes mechanical mixing, 

compounding, dough sheeting, rolling and cutting. It should be noted that methods of 

classifying noodles based on processing techniques is not restricted to the methods discussed 

in this section. The noodle after manufacturing can then be sold as fresh, dried, frozen, boiled 

or steamed. 

 

2.2.1 Noodle production 
 
Flour Milling 

 

Noodles are made from wheat flour. Flour milling involves removal of the multilayer 

pericarp and the germ, from the endosperm. The endosperm is also gradually reduced in size 

until it is fine enough to be known as ‘flour’.  
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Before milling, the kernels are cleaned to remove foreign materials such as stones or straw. 

The kernels are then tempered by adding water to the grains for a period ranging from 8 – 24 

h. The amount of water and tempering time is generally higher for hard wheats than soft 

wheats. Hard wheats typically require higher energy to grind than soft wheats, tempering the 

hard wheats with more water for a longer period ensures that the endosperm is softened for 

easier grinding and that the pericarp does not shatter while being crushed.  

 

After tempering, the grains are ready to be milled. Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of the 

milling process. The grains are fed into a pair of corrugated rolls that rotate in opposite 

directions. These corrugated rolls are also sometimes called ‘break rolls’ because this is the 

breaking of the kernel and the first separation of the bran, endosperm and germ. After 

breaking, the endosperm fragments pass through a series of sifters and purifiers for 

separations based on endosperm-fragment particle size, and removal of lighter and finer bran 

particles respectively.  Coarser endosperm fragments are then passed through the reduction 

rolls consisting of a pair of smooth rolls that also rotate in opposite directions. This reduces 

the particle size of the endosperm to that of flour. The ground endosperm is then passed again 

through purifiers to remove any remaining bran and germ.  

 

 



Break system 

Sizing system 

Reduction system 

Course bran

Break flour

Sizing flour 

Reduction flour

Purification system 
Straight grade 

flour 

 
Figure 2.6 Block diagram of milling process (adapted from Wang 2003) 
 

 

Flour specifications 

 

Noodle flour specifications largely depend on geographical region and the type of noodle 

produced. Some general parameters that must be satisfied include: cleanliness, and freedom 

from insects, dirt and all foreign particles. In addition, protein content, ash content, flour 

pasting properties, and dough mixing stability are a other parameters that are considered 

when choosing flour for noodle making. As protein content of flour increases, noodles 

generally become firmer (Crosbie et al 1999; Oh et al 1985; Park et al 2003). For example, 

high protein flour is suitable for Chinese salted noodles, whereas medium protein flour is 

more suitable for Japanese udon noodle. Flour pasting properties are important and are 

largely determined by amylose:amylopectin ratio. Since most flour parameters correlate with 

noodle quality, they will be discussed in detail below.  

 

Noodle formulation and production 
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The variety of Asian noodles found in the market is partly based on differences in 

formulation. As a result of such differences, factors such as appearances, texture and 

aroma/flavor are often affected. For instance, the addition of alkaline compounds results in a 

distinct aroma and increased yellowness of the noodle. Other ingredients such as egg and 

additives such as guar gum, phosphates and starches from other plants (e.g. potato) may be 

added into the formulation depending on the types of noodle produced.  

 

Most noodles are now made by machines. The processing steps for machine-made noodles 

are shown in Figure 2.7. Note that although raw ingredients may be similar, bread production 

is a different process. The basic steps in machine processing of noodles are as follow: mixing, 

compounding, sheeting and cutting.  

 

The flour is mixed with water in which the common salt and/or alkaline compound has been 

dissolved, to hydrate the dry flour components. Optimum hydration is crucial to end product 

quality because if the dough is too dry, the gluten network is more likely to tear during 

subsequent sheeting. However, the amount of water added may also be determined by the 

types of noodles made. For example, when making noodles destined for drying, the minimum 

amount of water commensurate with adequate gluten development is added. In contrast, a 

little more water is added when making parboiled noodles to decrease final cooking time. The 

crumbly dough is rested and then compressed (compounded) by passing it through steel 

rollers to make a crude sheet. Compounding encourages the development of gluten network 

and the rest period allows sufficient time for the three dimensional gluten network to relax so 

as to reduce structural damage during sheeting. Dough sheets are then gradually reduced to 

the desired thickness by further rolling before being cut into strips. During sheeting, the rate 

of reduction should not exceed 30% (Crosbie and Ross 2004) to reduce gluten structure 

damage hence affecting noodle texture. Cutting of the noodle sheet is also important as 

thickness and size affects cooking time.  
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of noodlemaking process (adapted from Hou 2001). 
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2.2.2 Noodle quality 
 
Factors considered when assessing Asian noodle quality are appearance and color and eating 

quality and texture. However, additional quality factors include cooking characteristics (e.g.  
time) and shelf life. Appearance can be evaluated using three parameters: brightness, 

yellowness and discoloration (Yun et al 1997), although other attributes like glossiness, luster 

and geometry also contribute. The yellowness of noodles should “range from creamy white to 

yellow” (Ross 1997).  In fact, appearance and color which is the first parameter perceived by 

consumers make up 50% of the final quality score in a Japanese standard method (Anon. 

1985). Eating quality and texture can be assessed in two ways: sensory evaluation and 

instrumental testing. Sensory evaluation of Asian noodle texture is often performed by trained 

panels and terminologies used are often subjective. As a result, newer instruments such as the 

Texture Analyzers that were designed for measuring spaghetti firmness have been adapted to 

evaluate Asian noodle texture.  More details of instrumental assessment of texture will be 

discussed in later chapters. 

 

2.2.2.1 Processing 
 
For the purpose of this study, only machine made noodles are discussed when relating to 

processing quality. To date, little is known about the processing quality of Asian noodles. 

However, the factors that generally affect dough makeup are moisture content, flour particle 

size, and salts. The water added to noodle doughs ranges from 28% - 47% on a flour basis 

(fb) and is typically 28% - 35%. This is lower than the characteristic water addition of 

approximately 60% (fb) used in bread doughs (Ross and Hatcher 2005). As result, noodle 

doughs are more sensitive to changes in moisture content leading to fluctuations in processing 

and dough handling properties.  Particle size and its associations with starch damage and 

water absorption is another factor that will affect the end product quality. Hatcher et al (2002) 

further emphasized this by showing that starch damage was related to G’ and tan δ of raw 

noodle sheets. Asian noodles are generally made with the addition of salts and other 

ingredients. Due to the low moisture content, it is crucial to ensure that these additional 

ingredients are predissolved in water to ensure even distribution.  
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In lab scale processing, water should be added to flour at a steady rate to ensure even 

hydration and to prevent formation of lumps of very wet dough during mixing, which may 

affect the end product quality. In addition, it is advisable to stop early in mixing and scrape 

down the mixing blades or pins and redistribute any visible lumps before proceeding. This 

prevents the formation of wet and dry spots in the noodle sheet. Commercial mixing time is 

approximately 20 minutes, but mixing times may vary. Mix times of 3 – 5 min are typical of 

lab scale processing. The important factor to consider is that mixing time should not be so 

long that evaporation becomes an issue of concern. After the flour is being mixed, the dough 

crumble is generally rested for a period. This resting period allows the dough to hydrate. The 

dough crumble is then compounded.  

 

In lab scale processing, the compounded dough is folded in a consistent pattern and passed 

through a fixed gap several times. This enhances gluten development and homogeneity of the 

compounded sheet. It is crucial to maintain the folding pattern and compounding direction, if 

this is altered, the gluten network will be disrupted leading to differences in cooked noodle 

texture. A stepwise reduction in thickness ensures that that compounded sheet is reduced in 

thickness at an acceptable rate. If the compounded sheet is reduced too quickly, the gluten 

network will tear and the noodle sheet has to be discarded. Some other factors that may affect 

quality include roll speed, roll temperature and gap uniformity, all of which when variable 

will cause misinterpretation of results.    

 

2.2.2.2 Color 
 
Color is a component of appearance and is affected by factors such as endosperm 

pigmentation, polyphenol oxidase (PPO) activity and protein content.  Generally hard white 

wheats are preferred over hard red wheats for noodlemaking due to lighter bran color. 

Discoloration is caused by factors such as bran fragments that remain in the noodle sheet 

causing the surface to appear dull (Yun et al 1997).  As a result, hard red wheats produce 

noodles with darker appearance. In addition, higher ash content due higher bran 

contamination during milling also affects noodle color. According to Miskelly (1996), ash 

levels should be approximately 0.35% - 0.4% for high quality noodles. Discoloration due to 

PPO activity is major problem in Asian noodle quality as noodles are not typically consumed 
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immediately after manufacturing. PPO oxidizes phenols to quinones, which subsequently 

change to melanoidins to cause discoloration in noodles. As a result, a higher PPO activity is 

correlated to higher noodle discoloration or decreased brightness (Baik et al 1995; Davies and 

Berzonsky 2003). Protein content is generally positively correlated to discoloration (Baik et 

al 1995; Miskelly and Moss 1985; Park et al 2003). This relationship may be emphasized by 

higher starch damage in hard-wheats. 

 

2.2.2.3 Texture 
 

Texture is one of the key factors which influence Asian noodle quality (Epstein et al 2002).  

Texture is a complex sensory attribute made up of a number of components. Noodle texture 

can be determined by means of sensory tests which involve a trained panel or it can be 

determined instrumentally. Texture components include, but are not limited to; softness, 

elasticity and surface smoothness (Konik et al 1992; Yun et al 1997). Other attributes such as 

springiness, surface roughness, graininess and slipperiness can also be used (Janto et al 

1998). 

 

The most common instrumental measurements of cooked noodle texture are through a 

uniaxial compression or tension (Ross 2006). For our case, texture is instrumentally 

determined using a Texture Analyzer (TA) with a blunt probe attachment which compresses 

the noodle strands without cutting. One can also measure mechanical properties of noodles 

instrumentally and obtain parameters that can be compared to their sensory counterparts. 

Some commonly used, instrumentally derived, textural parameters include smoothness, 

softness (hardness), stickiness, cohesiveness, elasticity, and chewiness (Baik and Lee 2003; 

Yun et al 1997).  The two types of assessment are related, for instance, Yun et al 1997 

reported strong correlations between sensory softness and instrumental softness. 

 
 

2.2.3 Component effects on noodle quality 
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The physical structure of a noodle is made up of protein and starch, and these are the primary 

determinants of noodle texture. In addition, there is evidence that protein composition may be 

an important secondary determinant (Crosbie et al 1999; Huang and Morrison 1988; Park et 

al 2003). As protein content of flour increases, noodles generally become firmer (Crosbie et 

al 1999; Oh et al 1985; Park et al 2003), and as starch swelling potential increases noodles 

become softer (Ross et al 1997).  

 
Wheat starch – wildtype and waxy 

 

As amylose content of wheat starch decreases, commonly as a result of absence of one or 

more copies of starch synthetic enzyme, GBSS, noodle texture generally becomes softer 

(Ross et al 1997). “Eating quality of white salted noodle is negatively correlated to starch 

amylose content and positively correlated to starch amylopectin content” (Black et al 2000).  

Epstein et al (2002) and Guo et al (2003) both reported that addition of amylopectin in 

blending processes increased springiness, cohesiveness and resilience in noodle TPA. In 

addition, smoothness of dough sheet was also observed by Guo et al (2003) when waxy 

starch was used in blending. However, the dough became too soft and overstretched when a 

100% waxy starch was used. A positive correlation between amylopectin content and weight 

gain during cooking was reported (Park and Baik 2004). The increase of amylopectin also 

seemed to be negatively correlated with cooking time (Park and Baik 2004). The branched 

structure of amylopectin increases the rate of water uptake thus resulting in more swelling 

even at a lower temperature.  

 

Flour protein content 

 

The effects of protein content on baking and noodle making quality are well established (Jood 

et al 2001; Laszity 1996; Oh et al 1985; Park et al 2003). In general, higher flour protein 

content generally relates to better breadmaking quality (Jood et al 2001). Increase in protein 

content is also generally correlated with increased elasticity and firmness or hardness of 

cooked noodles (Crosbie et al 1999; Huang and Morrison, 1988; Park et al 2003). Noodles 

prepared from low protein wheat flour are also more fragile than those made from flour with 

high protein content because of a weaker protein network. The effects of protein and starch 
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content appear to be similar in both salt and alkaline noodle textures, further suggesting that 

the physical properties of these polymeric components are a major factor rather than chemical 

properties. In addition to increasing cooked noodle hardness, an increase in protein content is 

also correlated with a decrease in whiteness in salt noodle (Park et al 2003; Yun et al 1997). 

This decrease in color quality may be related to the increased in polyphenol oxidase (PPO) 

activity generally seen in wheat with higher protein contents (Baik et al 1995).  

 

Flour protein composition  

 

Wheat gluten is essential to the functionality of wheat flour dough in breadmaking. A study 

of near isogenic lines of wheat varying only in HMW-GS composition clearly showed their 

effects on baking performance (Payne et al 1987). In a review, Lefebvre and colleagues 

(2000) indicated that lines encoded with subunit pair 5+10 have better baking performance 

than those with subunit pair 2+12.  Despite our understanding of the impact of flour protein 

composition on breadmaking, there is limited information regarding how the variable 

composition of gluten in different wheat genotypes affects noodle texture.  

 

From the limited available information these papers stand out. Nakamura and Yoshida (1993) 

made a comparison of the wheat endosperm storage proteins of Kanto 107 and Norin 61. 

These lines have “good” and “standard” noodle viscoelasticity respectively. A 53 kD protein 

subunit was detected in Kanto 107, but not in Norin 61. A 129 kD subunit was detected in 

Norin 61, but not in Kanto 107. Despite being a partial waxy wheat under certain agronomic 

conditions Kanto 107 lost viscoelasticity in concert with the disappearance of the 53 kD 

subunit and the appearance of the 129 kD subunit. The authors concluded that these subunits 

were related to noodle viscoelasticity.  

 

Wesley et al (1999) studied Canadian hard spring wheats with a HMW-GS 5+10 background. 

Using conventional crossing techniques they individually substituted HMW-GS 2* with 

HMW-GS 1, or HMW-GSs 7+8 with HMW-GSs 17+18. The lines with the HMW--GS 1 and 

HMW-GSs 17+18 substitutions had increased dough strength, farinograph water absorption, 

cutting force of cooked noodles, and cooked noodle viscoelasticity. In addition, in the 

parental 2*, 7+8, 5+10 background, the presence of a specific gliadin component, and the 
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separate presence of a specific low molecular weight glutenin subunit (LMWGS 45) were 

each related to significant increases in the same parameters. As the trials were conducted at 

effectively equivalent flour protein content (range 10.8 – 11.2%), there is little doubt that the 

changes observed were causally related to the gluten protein substitutions.  

 

Beasley et al (2002) showed that puncture force, measured on raw noodle doughs, was 

significantly affected by variation in HMW-GS encoded by Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 loci. 

However, in contrast to the work of Wesley et al (1999), variations in HMWGS composition 

were not reflected in changes to cooked noodle texture.  More recently, Park et al (2003) 

showed that Payne scores for HMWGS compositions of wheats were related to optimum 

water absorption (negative), noodle sheet thickness, and cooked noodle hardness (both 

positive) in 16 club, soft common, and hard common wheats. However, in the Park et al 

(2003) study, the samples with the highest Payne scores also had the highest protein contents. 

As noodle hardness was also significantly related to flour protein content, the overall effect of 

HMW-GS composition on cooked noodle hardness was difficult to ascertain.  

 

Recent work from the OSU cereal science lab on Chinese salted noodles (Ross et al 2004) 

showed results contrary to those of Park et al (2003). The flour samples used in this study had 

HMW-GS Payne scores ranging from 6 to 10. Flour protein content was positively correlated 

with cooked noodle hardness and negatively correlated with mixograph peak time. As 

expected, mixograph peak time increased significantly with increasing Payne score. The 

result was that cooked noodle hardness was negatively related to mixograph peak time, 

indicating a subsidiary role of HMW-GS composition, or dough strength, to protein content 

in this case. However, when the samples were grouped by their Glu1A subunits, the presence 

of either subunit 1 or 2*, in contrast to the presence of the Glu1A null allele, gave a 

considerable buffer for noodle hardness against lower protein content.  

 

2.3 Dynamic rheology 
 

Rheology is the study of flow and deformation. When stress is applied to solids, deformation 

occurs until internal forces balance external stress. However, most solids exhibit elastic 
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response and full recovery of the original dimensions is attained after removal of stress. On 

the other hand, liquids deform indefinitely without resistance until stress is removed. Doughs 

being viscoelastic resist deformation but at the same time the amount of resistance is 

dependent on the rate of deformation (Cheremisinoff 1993). Although dynamic rheology has 

been commonly used to in assessing physical attributes in doughs, it is a relatively new 

method in Asian noodle texture (Ross 2006). Dynamic rheometers generally apply small 

amounts of strain in sinusoidal oscillations to solid or semi-solid materials. Parallel plate 

geometry is commonly used for noodle testing and the forces measured and converted to 

rheological properties such as storage modulus (G’; the amount of energy stored in a system 

after a force is applied). A high G’ in the case of GMP gel from noodle doughs indicates that 

there is a high level of interaction between the components and strong disulfide bonds, that 

are able to store that energy applied without being deformed or ruptured. Loss modulus (G”) 

is a measure of the amount of energy not recoverable after the applied force is removed. 

Phase angle (δ) also known as tan δ (G”/G’), is an indicator of solid-like or liquid-like 

balance. An elastic material has a δ value of 00 and a perfectly viscous material has a δ of 900. 

Viscoelastic materials such as doughs hence have δ less than 900 but more than 00. 

 

Recently Sasaki et al (2004) and Tanifuji et al (2003) reported tan δ of cooked noodles to be 

less than 1, indicating a solid-like characteristic. Phase angles of cooked salted noodle 

ranging from 9 - 110 (tan δ < 1) were reported by Bejosano and Corke (1998) supporting 

findings that indicated solid-like characteristics in cooked noodles. Sasaki et al (2004) also 

reported a positive correlation between cooked noodle G’ and amylose content consistent 

with the commonly known phenomenon of more rigid noodles associated with higher 

amylose contents. Although similar trends was observed between G” and amylose content, 

the comparisons between cultivars were not significant. The tan δ of varieties with lower 

amylose content (higher amylopectin content) was higher within a sample set with a narrow 

protein content suggested that amylose:amylopectin ratio may play a role in elastic properties 

of cooked noodles. Additionally, a higher frequency dependency of G’ with decreasing 

amylose content was reported (Sasaki et al 2004). This suggested that a weaker noodle 

structure was present. Shiai and Yeh (2001) reported a higher G’ and lower tan δ in alkaline 

noodle showing that the addition of an alkali increases firmness and imparts a more solid-like 

characteristic to cooked noodles.  
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2.4 Aims 
 

The aims of the project were to compare GMP isolated from various stages of processing 

from two types of Asian noodles (alkaline and salt) made from wheat flours with varying 

protein content and quality. The differences between GMP isolated from the different 

varieties and noodle type were then related to differences in noodle dough characteristics, 

noodle texture, and other measures of processing performance.  The overall aim was to 

increase our understanding and knowledge of how the GMP fraction influences noodle dough 

processing and noodle texture, and, conversely, how noodle dough processing influences 

GMP.  
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Chapter 3 – Materials and Methods 
 

3.1 Flour 
 

Four straight-grade flour samples obtained from the Pacific Northwest Wheat Quality 

Council (2005) were used for this study. Flour was milled from wheat of the following 

varieties: Stephens, Rampart, BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318. Table 3.1 shows the 

characteristics of the 4 flour samples. Ash contents of the flours ranged from 0.41% - 0.46%, 

which is considered suitable for producing noodles (Miskelly et al 1996). Moisture content 

was higher in the hard wheat flours when compared to Stephens flour, the only soft wheat 

flour used in the study probably as a result of the higher tempering moistures used for the 

hard wheats. Stephens was included to compare the effects of low flour protein and weak 

dough mixing characteristics with the higher protein content and stronger dough mixing 

characteristics of flour samples such as Rampart. Flour protein contents were considered 

suitable for making Chinese raw salted noodles (Hou 2001), with the exception of 

MTCL0318 which had flour protein that was higher than optimum. This sample was included 

to examine the effects of elevated protein content.  
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Flour ash, moisture, protein content, Rapid Visco Analyzer (RVA) peak viscosity and Farinograph data of 4 wheat varieties
RVA

Location Pedigree Release Class Ash Moisture Protein Peak Absorption Peak Stability
Sample ID (%) (%) (14 % mb) (RVU)a (%) (min) (min)
Stephens Pendelton Nord Desprez / Pullman Sel. 101 1977 SWW 0.46 12.8 11.4 106 54.3 2.2 2.1

Rampart Montana Lew/Tiber/Redwin 1996 HRW 0.41 14.1 11.8 146 58.6 18.7 37.5
BZ9W02-2060 Montana B1520/Rampart 2008 HRW 0.42 14.3 11.8 142 61.1 31.7 47.9

MTCL0318 Bozeman Rampart/Fidel/CDC Kestrel 2005 HRW 0.42 14.1 14.2 156 61.5 9.3 16.4
aRVU=RVA viscosity unit

Farinograph

Table 3.1
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3.2 Noodlemaking 
 

Table 3.2 Noodle formulation 

Salt noodle formulation 

Component Amount Percent (flour basis) 

Flour 100 g 100% 

Deionized water 32.0 g 32% 

Salt 1.20 g 1.2% 

 
 

Alkaline noodle formulation 
 

Component Amount Percent (flour basis) 

Flour 100 g 100% 

Deionized water 32.0 g 32% 

Kan Sui 1.0 g 1% 

 
 
The general formulation for salt and alkaline noodles is shown in Table 3.2 above. Salt (or 

alkali) was dissolved in an appropriate amount of deionized water before addition to flour. 

The solution was stirred constantly using magnetic stirrers in 500 ml plastic screw cap 

containers (Nalgene) until all salt (or alkali) was dissolved. 150 ± 0.5 g of flour sample was 

measured and placed in the mixer bowl of a 200 g pin mixer (National Mfg, Lincoln NE) and 

the dry flour was mixed for 30 sec. Using a rubber spatula a well was made in the center of 

the bowl and all the salt solution was added. The mixture was mixed for 1 minute. After 1 

minute, the pins were scraped of adhering dough using the rubber spatula. The mixture was 

mixed for a further 2 min and 30 sec. Total mixing time was 3 min and 30 sec. After mixing, 

10 ± 0.5 g of dough sample was removed and immediately frozen with liquid nitrogen. This 

was labeled stage ‘a’. The frozen sample was then kept in the freezer. The remaining crumble 

was rested for 30 minutes (1st resting) in closed Ziploc bags. 

 

After 30 minutes, 10 ± 0.5 g of dough sample was removed and immediately frozen with 

liquid nitrogen.  This was labeled stage ‘b’. The frozen sample was then kept in the freezer. 

The remaining crumble was compounded using the rolls of an Ohtake Noodle Machine 

(Ohtake Mfg, Tokyo). The gap on the rollers was set at 4.0 mm and the dough crumble was 
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compressed between them to form the first crude sheet. The dough was resheeted 3 more 

times, each time being folded once and traveling through the rollers in the same direction. 10 

± 0.5 g of dough sample was removed and immediately frozen with liquid nitrogen. This was 

labeled stage ‘c’ and then kept in the freezer. The dough sheet was placed loosely in a Ziploc 

bag which was then closed; the dough sheet rested for another 30 minutes (2nd resting).  

 

After the 2nd rest, 10 ± 0.5 g of dough sample was removed and immediately frozen with 

liquid nitrogen. This was labeled stage ‘d’ and then kept in the freezer.  The remaining dough 

was sheeted by passing it through the rollers 4 times with progressively reduced gaps of 3.5, 

3.0, 2.0 and 1.5 mm. Dough thickness was measured using a Peacock thickness gauge. The 

roll gap was adjusted accordingly to give a final dough thickness of 1.2 ± 0.05 mm.  Two sets 

of 10 ± 0.5 g of dough sample were removed. One sample was immediately frozen with 

liquid nitrogen. This was labeled stage ‘e’ and then kept in the freezer. The second sample 

was labeled stage ‘f’. It was kept in a 50 ml centrifuge tube at room temperature for 24 h 

before freezing in liquid nitrogen. From the dough sheet, a 4 cm section was cut off for 

noodle dough rheology and the remaining dough sheet was cut into strips with a #12 square 

type cutter (2.5 mm width). All the noodle dough and strip samples were stored in closed 

Ziploc bags at room temperature for 24 h before cooking. A total of 6 sub-samples (stage a, 

b, c, d, e, f) were taken from the noodlemaking process and all frozen samples were stored in 

a -800C freezer until later use. 

 

3.2.1 Dough rheology 
 
Constant area, constant velocity lubricated squeezing flow (LSF) (Baltsavias et al 1999; 

Campanella and Peleg 2002; Corradini and Peleg 2005; Ross and Ohm 2006) was conducted 

on noodle doughs using a TATXplus texture meter (Texture Technologies, Scarsdale NY) 

fitted with a 25.4 mm diameter cylindrical probe and a matching 25.4 mm diameter base 

plate. Although Bagley and Christianson (1986) indicated that results were strongly 

dependent on rate of compression, compression was at a single constant rate of 1 mm.s-1 in 

line with the lower crosshead speed used by Baltsavias et al (1999).                                  

 

The noodlemaking process was as described in section 3.2. Six circular dough pieces were 

cut from the noodle sheet immediately after sheeting using a 25.4 mm inside-diameter punch 
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(#149, C.S. Osborne and Co, Harrison, NJ). Two of the circular dough pieces were tested 

immediately using procedure described below, and the rest were stored at room temperature 

for 24 h in Ziploc bags before testing. The probe surfaces in contact with the test specimens 

were lubricated with a smear of Teflon® based grease (Finish Line Technologies Bay Shore 

NY) applied by hand and in the order of 0.5 mm thick. Dough specimens were subjected to a 

uniaxial compression of 90% strain. After reaching maximum strain the doughs were held at 

that strain for a further 30 s. Each sample was repeated twice. Parameters measured were; 

maximum stress to compress to 90% strain, residual force at 25 s after peak and relaxation 

time (time at maximum strain for stress to decline to 1/e of the maximum value). Raw force 

and distance data were converted to stress, strain, strain-rate, and apparent biaxial extensional 

viscosity (ABEV) using equations described by Ross and Ohm (2006) and Baltsavias et al 

(1999). 

  

stress   σ = Ft/2πR2                                 N.m-2 (1) 

biaxial strain  εb =1/2  ln(Ht/H0)    dimensionless (2) 

biaxial strain rate έb = dεb / dt        s-1 (3) 

apparent biaxial extensional viscosity (ABEV)   ηb = σ / έb   Pa.s (4) 

 

Ft = Force (N) at time t; R = probe radius;  H0 = initial specimen height (mm);  Ht  = specimen 

height (mm)  at time t.  

 

3.2.2 Noodle cooking 
 

25 ± 0.5 g of noodles were measured and set aside. 250 ml of distilled water was boiled in 

stainless steel pots on an induction heater (Iwatani, US-9000, Iwatani International 

Corporation, Japan) until boiling rapidly. The noodles were added and boiled at high heat for 

1 min, after 1 min, temperature was lowered to medium, to stop water from boiling over. 

Cooking then continued for another 5 minutes. The total cooking time was 6 minutes. After 

cooking, the noodle sample was rinsed with distilled water at room temperature (20.7 - 

21.50C) for 1 minute and drained. The drained noodles were now ready for texture 

measurements.  
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3.2.3 Texture profile analysis (TPA) 
 

A Texture Analyzer (TA, TAXTPlus, Texture Technologies, Scarsdale NY) was used for 

TPA. The TA was calibrated with a 2 kg standard weight. Probe distance from the bottom 

plate was set to 5 mm. The probe was fitted with a compression blade with a contact surface 5 

mm wide. Only undamaged noodles of approximately the same length were used for each 

test. Three noodle strands were placed side by side so than they touched along their entire 

length and were centered under the compression blade (Figure 3.1).  

 

 
 Figure 3.1 Texture analyzer showing the placement and orientation of three noodle strands 

under the compression tool 
 

Table 3.3 Instrumental settings on TA. 

Parameter Setting 

Pretest speed 4.0 mm/sec 

Test speed 1.0 mm/sec 

Posttest speed 1.0 mm/sec 

Strain 70% 

Time between compressions 1.0 sec 

Trigger type Auto 

Trigger force 5g 

Force Units g 

Distance Units % strain 
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Textural profile data was collected from the TA using an IBM compatible computer using the 

Texture Exponent software supplied with the TA. TPA instrument settings are shown in 

Table 3.3 above. The bottom plate and compression blade was cleaned after each use.  

 

 

TPA is a “two bite” test (Figure 3.2). There were two cycles of compression making up the 

first and second bite.  TPA parameters used were, hardness, cohesiveness springiness, 

chewiness, and resilience (Bourne 1982). Definitions and calculations of the parameters 

are explained in Table 3.4.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Texture profile analysis of white salted noodle 
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Table 3.4 Definitions and calculations of TPA parameters (Adapted from Epstein et al 2002). 
 

Parameters Definitions/Calculations 
Hardness The maximum force recorded in the first compression cycle 
Cohesiveness Area2/Area1 
Springiness Length2/Length1 
Resilience Area5/Area4 
Chewiness Gumminess * Springiness 

 

3.2.4 Cooked noodle disc rheology 
 

Cooked noodle disc rheology was determined using a modified version of Sasaki et al (2004).  

Two 25 mm diameter discs were cut out from the middle portion of the sheeted noodle 

dough. The two discs were cooked in 100 ml of water using the method described in section 

3.2.2. The cooled noodle discs were then cut again into 25 mm in diameter to fit the plate 

geometry of the rheometer and stored in a covered container for 1 h at room temperature.  

Dynamic viscoelasticity was measured using a Bohlin VOR rheometer (Bohlin Instruments) 

with a 25 mm parallel plate. Measurements were taken at the frequency range of 0.01 – 10 Hz 

at room temperature and a constant normal stress of 50 Pa. Silicone oil was applied to the 

exposed surfaces of sample to prevent drying caused by evaporation. Each sample was 

measured twice. The sample cell was cleaned with acetone after each use. Parameters 

reported include elastic modulus (G’), viscous modulus (G”) and delta (δ). 

  

3.3 Defatting  
 

Flour 

 

Flour was defatted using the procedure described in Peighambardoust et al (2005). 5 ± 0.5 g 

of flour sample was measured into 25 ml screw cap bottles. The flour was dispersed with 75 

ml of petroleum ether and mixed on a vortex for 15 min. The mixture was then transferred 

into 50 ml centrifuge tubes and centrifuged (Beckman GS-15R, Beckman Coulter, Inc) for 10 

min at 4200 g at ambient temperature. The supernatant was carefully poured off and the 

residue petroleum ether in the defatted flour sample was evaporated overnight in a fume 
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hood. After the flour sample was dried, yellow fat residue was carefully scrapped off from the 

top layer. The remaining flour was then ready for GMP isolation. 

 

Noodle dough 

 

The freeze dried noodle dough samples were ground in a coffee grinder at the finest setting to 

reduce sample size. The sample were then manually ground using a mortar and pestle until it 

pass through a 0.212 mm sieve. The noodle dough flour was defatted as described in the 

procedure above. 

3.4 GMP isolation  
 

Flour 

 

A modified version of GMP isolation procedure described in Don et al (2003a) was used. 1.5 

± 0.005g of defatted flour was measured into 50 ml high speed centrifuge tubes. Then 9.125 

ml of deionized water was added to the flour sample and the mixture was mixed using a 

vortex for 15-30 sec until there are no visible lumps. 3.875 ml of 12% (w/v) ultra pure SDS 

solution was added and the mixture was vortexed for another 15 sec. This was followed by an 

addition of 9.00 ml of deionized water and the mixture was then vortexed for another 15 sec. 

The final concentration of SDS was now 1.5% (w/v). The sample was then centrifuged 

(Sorvall RC-5B, Du Pont Instruments) at 18 500g for 60 min at 200C.  

 

The supernatant was then discarded and the GMP gel-like layer on top of the starch sediment 

was carefully scraped out and weighed. The GMP wet weight was recorded. The collected 

GMP sample was used immediately for gel rheology . 

 

Noodle dough  

 

GMP was isolated from noodle dough flour as described in the procedure above. 

 

3.5 Dynamic rheology 
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Dynamic rheology of GMP gel was determined using a modified method in Don et al. 

(2003a). 1 ± 0.05 g of GMP gel was scraped off the top of the residue after centrifuging and 

immediately used for rheology. The sample was transferred onto the measuring cell of the 

Bohlin VOR rheometer (Bohlin Instruments). Excess gel sample was scraped off from the 

sides of the plate and silicone oil was applied to prevent drying due to evaporation. This was 

a more prominent problem for the gel isolated from the latter stages of processing. The 

measuring cell consisted of a 25 mm parallel plate set at the gap size of 1 mm.  Measurements 

were performed at room temperature in a strain sweep mode at amplitudes ranging from 1 to 

100% at 0.15 Hz. Data were expressed as G’ vs. percent strain (%), G’ plateau value or delta 

(δ) vs. percent (%) strain. The sample cell was cleaned with acetone and deionized water after 

each use. 

 

3.6 Mixograph 
 

The mixograph (10g, National Manufacturing, Lincoln, NE) is a five pin device which uses 

the rotation of the pins to mix flour and water. During this process water is incorporated into 

flour and gluten is formed. A mixograph curve gives us information about protein quality 

depending on the placement and shape of the curve.  

 

Mixographs were performed in water (modified method based on AACC Method 54-40A, 

2000), 2% (w/v) saline solution, and 1.67% (w/v) sodium carbonate solution. The amounts 

salt and sodium carbonate added was calculated based on amounts added in noodlemaking 

process (Section 3.2). For instance, 2% (w/v) saline solution was equivalent to the 1.2 % w/w 

(fb) addition of sodium chloride to the noodle doughs when a 60% water addition was used in 

mixograph testing, and 1.67% (w/v) sodium carbonate solution equivalent to the 1% w/w (fb) 

addition of sodium carbonate.  

 

Water  

 

10 ± 0.05 g of flour adjusted to 14% moisture content basis was measured and transferred 

into a mixograph bowl. The expected optimal water absorption of the flour was provided 

Pacific Northwest Wheat Quality Council. The dough was mixed for 10 min. Using optimal 

water absorption as a guide, amount of deionized water was adjusted as necessary until dough 
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reached required appearance and consistency. The dough should look shiny, and when held 

should flow slightly. If the dough was too viscous, too much water was added. Mixograph 

time to peak (MTP) and optimum water absorption were recorded manually. Bandwidth at 

peak, bandwidth 5 min after peak time and angle of descent after peak time was manually 

calculated. Peak on the mixograph curve occurs when there is optimum dough development. 

MPT indicates protein strength; a longer peak time represents higher protein strength. Width 

and angle of descent indicates dough tolerance against over-mixing; a sharper rate of descent 

and increased thinning of bandwidth represents poorer mixing tolerance. 

 

Salt 

 

Mixograph with saline solution was done as described in the section above (“Water”). The 

saline solution concentration was 2% w/v and provided the same NaCl solids concentration 

on a flour basis as used in noodle making when mixograph absorption was 60% (i.e 1.2g 

NaCl per 100 g flour). Small variations in salt additions as a result of mixograph absorptions 

above or below 60% were considered too small to be of practical significance. The amount of 

saline solution was adjusted based on the bandwidth and height of the peak of the mixographs 

with optimum water as a standard. 

 

Alkaline 

 

Mixograph with alkaline solution was done as described in the section above (“Water”). The 

alkaline solution concentration was 1.67% w/v and provided the same Na2CO3 solids 

concentration on a flour basis as used in noodle making when mixograph absorption was 60% 

(i.e 1 g Na2CO3 per 100 g flour). Small variations in alkali additions as a result of mixograph 

absorptions above or below 60% were considered too small to be of practical significance. 

The amount of alkaline solution was adjusted based on the bandwidth and height of the peak 

of the mixographs with optimum water as a standard. 

 

3.7 Statistical analysis 
 
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.0 for Windows (SAS Institute Inc. USA). 

When repeated measures were taken, the averages of the repeated measures were used as the 
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representative values for the true replicates in ANOVAs, linear correlations, and regressions. 

Scatterplots were viewed to examine the validity of linear correlations. In the case where 

scatterplot analysis did not support the linear correlation coefficient (e.g. “2-point’ 

regressions), the relationship was not reported. All the GMP data of the salted and alkaline 

noodles were analyzed separately in ANOVA because of inhomogeniety of variance between 

GMP results for the two noodle types. The rest of the analyses were pooled across noodle 

types as appropriate. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion: Salted Dough and 
Noodle Rheology and Cooked Noodle Texture 
 
Mixograph parameters 

 

Mixographs were performed in both water (“standard” mixographs; AACC 2000) and a 2% 

(w/v) saline solution (saline mixographs), equivalent to the 1.2 % w/w (fb) addition of 

sodium chloride to the noodle doughs when a 60% water addition was used in mixograph 

testing. Results are shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. Standard and saline mixographs 

divided the samples into 3 categories; short development time and low mixing tolerance 

(Stephens), longer development time and low mixing tolerance (MTCL0318), longer 

development time and good mixing tolerance (Rampart and BZ9W02-2060). BZ9W02-2060 

had the longest mixograph mix time. These results were in accordance with the Farinograph 

data that accompanied the samples (Table 3.1).  

 

The addition of sodium chloride in the saline mixographs significantly increased dough 

mixing time for the 3 hard wheat varieties but not for Stephens. Mixing tolerance was 

marginally but significantly increased in the salted mixographs again for only the 3 stronger 

hard-wheat doughs (p ≤ 0.05).  

 

Salted dough rheology; lubricated squeezing flow (LSF)  

 

Doughs from the four varieties were significantly different for all measured LSF rheology 

parameters (p ≤ 0.001). Figure 4.2 a – d shows LSF dough rheology data for the 4 varieties at 

0 h and 24 h dough rest. Maximum force (Figure 4.2a) was highest for Rampart at both 0 h 

and 24 h, indicating that Rampart dough was stiffest. In contrast, MTCL0318 had the lowest 

maximum force at both times, indicating that the dough was least stiff. At 0 h Stephens, with 

the weakest conventional dough mixing properties was as stiff as BZ9W02-2060, which had 

the strongest dough mixing properties (Tables 3.1 and 4.1, Figure 4.1). Maximum force was 

significantly higher (p ≤ 0.001) at 24 h although this was not a very large difference. 

Additionally, maximum force only increased for 3 of the 4 varieties. The increase in 
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Type Absorptiona MTP BW at Peak BW 5 min after Peak % BW 5 min after Peak Descent Angle

Sample ID (%) (min) (mm) (mm) (%) (O)
Stephens Water 58.0 2.4 a 34.5 a 10.0 a 29.0 a 138 a

Rampart Water 63.0 4.3 b 40.0 b 20.5 b 51.3 b 152 b
BZ9W02-2060 Water 63.5 5.5 b 40.0 b 20.5 b 51.3 b 151 b

MTCL0318 Water 67.0 4.0 b 37.0 a 10.0 a 27.0 a 144 a

Stephens Salt 60.0 2.4 a 35.0 a 9.5 a 27.1 a 141 a

Rampart Salt 65.0 5.6 b 36.0 a 23.0 b 63.9 b 174 c

BZ9W02-2060 Salt 65.0 6.5 b 38.0 a 22.0 b 58.3 b 156 b

MTCL0318 Salt 69.0 5.3 b 34.5 a 10.0 a 29.0 a 133 a

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).
aAbsorption as determined by experienced dough handler, no statistical calculation was performed

Water and salt mixograph absorption, peak time (MTP), bandwidth (BW) and descend angle of four flour varieties
Table 4.1
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Figure 4.1 Mixograph curves of the four flour varieties in water and saline (2% w/v) solution. 
Left column standard mixographs, top to bottom: Stephens Rampart, BZ9W02-2060 and 
MTCL0318. Left column 2% (w/v) saline solution mixographs, top to bottom; Stephens 
Rampart, BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318 
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Figure 4.2 Salted LSF dough rheology data. Error bars indicate between varieties LSD. (a) 
Maximum force at 0 h and after 24 h dough rest (b) Relaxation time at 0 h and after 24 h 
dough rest (c) Residual force at 0 h and 24 dough rest (d) ABEV at 0 h and after 24 h dough 
rest. 
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maximum force between 0 and 24 h was highest for Stephens, followed by Rampart and then 

BZ9W02-2060 and decreased slightly for MTCL0318. The significant interaction (p ≤ 0.01) 

term in the ANOVA seemed to have been a result solely of the decreased maximum force for 

MTCL0318 doughs at 24 h.  

 

Water added during noodlemaking was based on the moisture content of the flours (BRI 

Australia standard methods - A. Ross pers comm). However, there is no well validated and 

convenient objective method of actually ‘optimizing’ water content of noodle doughs 

available in the literature. The use of existing methods (hand-feel, appearance of the dough - 

Ohm et al 2006; size of dough crumble pieces - Ross and Hatcher 2006), even if based on 

mixograph water absorptions (Ohm et al 2006), can result in doughs of variable physical 

consistency or stiffness. Hence, water additions to the doughs in this study may not have been 

completely optimized. Based on conventional rheology one might anticipate the Stephens 

salted noodle dough to be softer or less stiff than say MTCL0318. As a result, it was difficult 

to indicate whether the higher than anticipated stiffness in Stephens was due to a slightly 

lower than ‘optimum’ water addition. The same reasoning in converse can be applied to the 

other varieties that had lower than expected LSF maximum forces. It is anticipated that using 

this LSF method and sample geometry that LSF maximum force of around 9 N may indicate 

an optimally hydrated salted noodle dough. This aspect of the current study requires further 

work, but may provide a valuable tool for noodle technologists if this conjecture can be 

confirmed.  

 

Relaxation time (RT) (time for force to relax to 1/e of maximum force) results are shown in 

Figure 4.2b.  As a reminder; a perfectly elastic body theoretically has a RT of ∞ and a 

perfectly viscous material has a RT of 0. Therefore higher RTs are indicative of higher 

elasticity. Relaxation times were much longer at 0 h (RT-0) than after 24 h rest (RT-24), 

indicating that the doughs were more elastic at 0 h. This is consistent with the observation 

that noodle doughs are “tighter” or less compliant immediately after being worked than they 

are after a period of rest (Ross and Ohm 2006). In addition, the three hard wheats had 

substantially and significantly longer RT-0 values than Stephens (p ≤ 0.001). This result 

agreed with our understanding that stronger doughs are more elastic and therefore should 

have longer RTs. The dough with the longest farinograph stability, and mixograph mix time 

and tolerance (BZ9W02-2060) had the longest mean RT-0 (p ≤ 0.001). Rampart and 

MTCL0318, which had intermediate mixograph mix times had intermediate RT-0s, although 
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RT-0 for MTCL0318 was significantly higher than RT-0 for Rampart (p ≤ 0.001). The 

differentiation between the 3 hard-wheats with long RTs at 0 h and Stephens was greatly 

reduced after resting the doughs for 24 h. The stronger dough RTs decreased between 9 and 

15 s between 0 and 24 h, RT for Stephens dough decreased only by 4 s (Figure 4.2b). This 

indicated that the effect of resting on dough elasticity or compliance, as adjudicated by LSF 

stress-relaxation, was more profound for the stronger doughs. 

 

Residual force after 25 s stress relaxation results are shown in Figure 4.2c. Residual force at 0 

h was highly associated with maximum force at 0 h (r2 = 0.68). A scatterplot (not shown) 

showed Stephens to constitute another population of samples to the 3 hard wheats. For the 3 

hard wheats alone the association between residual and maximum forces was stronger (r 2 = 

0.95). Even though Stephens dough appeared to be a different population with a different Y-

intercept than the hard wheats in the regression equation, the slopes of the regressions were 

all similar; Stephens alone residual force = 0.306*maximum force; hard-wheats residual 

force = 0.343*maximum force; all samples residual force = 0.319*maximum force. At 24 h 

the associations between maximum and residual force were even stronger (data not shown). 

However, unlike maximum force, residual force decreased significantly from 0 to 24 h, 

indicating that it also was related to the same physical changes that caused the large decreases 

in RT over the 24 h resting period. Similar was observed for ABEV (Figure 4.2d) at 0 and 24 

h, which was also strongly associated with maximum force at both 0 and 24 h (r 2  =  0.98 and 

0.96 respectively). Additionally, ABEV changed in a similar fashion to maximum force 

(small increase or no change) over the 24 h rest period. Overall, this indicated that residual 

force, but more especially ABEV, were highly related to maximum force, and were therefore 

were also primarily measures of dough consistency or stiffness. As a result residual force and 

ABEV will be discussed no further as independent measures of salted noodle dough rheology 

in LSF. 

 

Cooked salted noodle rheology at small deformation 

 

Figure 4.3 shows storage modulus (G’) versus deformation frequency of the cooked noodles. 

Cooked noodle G’ from all 4 samples was positively related to increased deformation 

frequency. Sasaki et al (2004) showed a higher frequency dependency for G’ in cooked 

noodles with decreased AM content. However, Figure 4.3 showed that cooked noodles from  
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Figure 4.3 Frequency dependence of storage shear modulus (G′) of cooked salted noodles 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

δa G'a G"a

Sample ID (°) (kPa) (kPa)
Stephens 8.45 a 6.26 a 0.93 a

Rampart 8.20 a 11.71 a 1.69 a
BZ9W02-2060 8.30 a 8.66 a 1.26 a

MTCL0318 8.57 a 10.63 a 1.60 a

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly 
different (p > 0.05).

Table 4.2

Mean dynamic viscoelasticity data of cooked salted noodles

a = δ - phase angle, G' - storage modulus, G" - loss modulus
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all four varieties had very similar frequency dependences although cooked noodles from 

Stephens showed a slightly lower frequency dependence than that from Rampart. If this result 

was validated it would agree with Sasaki et al (2004) as Stephens in this sample set likely has 

the higher AM content (as inferred by lower RVAPV, Table 3.1). Notably, the wheat 

varieties in this study are all “normal” with respect to the Wx loci and so the anticipated range 

of AM contents is much reduced compared to the Sasaki et al (2004) study. 

 

Table 4.2 shows the mean phase angle (δ), storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) of the 

cooked salted noodles. Mean values of three replicates each with 2 repeated measures were 

reported.  The values at a deformation frequency of 1 Hz (Figure 4.3) were used for 

comparison. There were no significant differences between the varieties for all the rheology 

parameters measured (p ≥ 0.05). Cooked noodle δ ranged from 8.200 – 8.570, the low δ values 

confirmed that the cooked noodle discs had primarily solid-like characteristics, as one would 

perceive from handling the products. The cooked noodle δ values observed in this study were 

within the range of reported values from Bejosano and Corke (1998).  

 

Cooked salted noodle G’ was the lowest from Stephens and highest from Rampart. Although 

there were no significant differences between G’ values the four flour varieties, it was 

possible to infer that Stephens produced the least elastic cooked noodles, and Rampart 

produced the most elastic cooked noodles. Stephens lower G’ value may be due to weaker 

dough mixing properties (Table 3.1). Sasaki et al (2004) reported a positive correlation 

between G’ of cooked noodle and starch AM content. From Table 3.1 low RVAPV suggested 

that Stephens had the highest AM content. However, G’ was the lowest from this variety in 

contrast to the findings of Sasaki et al (2004).  This indicated that flour protein content and 

dough mixing properties may have been the dominant factor in influencing G’ in Stephens. 

G” values were highest from Rampart and lowest from Stephens, following the same trend as 

observed in G’ (Table 4.2) and were consistent with the results showing similar phase angle 

values (∝ G”/G’) for all cooked salted noodles.  

 

 
Cooked noodle TPA at 0 h 

 

Table 4.3a shows the cooked noodle texture data immediately after sheeting (0 h). Cooked 

noodle hardness range from 1890 to 867 g. Hardness was strongly correlated with chewiness  
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Hardness Springiness Cohesiveness Chewiness Resilience

Sample ID (g)
Stephens 905 a 0.93 a 0.66 a 554 a 0.35 a
Rampart 1809 b 0.95 a 0.70c 1208 b 0.38 b

BZ9W02-2060 1890 b 0.93 a 0.69 b 1212 b 0.36 a
MTCL0318 867 a 0.93 a 0.69 bc 558 a 0.38 b

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 4.3a
Cooked salted noodle texture immediately after sheeting (0 h)

 
 

 

 

Hardness Springiness Cohesiveness Chewiness Resilience

Sample ID (g)
Stephens 674 a 0.95 a 0.69 a 445 a 0.45 b

Rampart 755 b 0.96 a 0.69 a 500 b 0.43 a

BZ9W02-2060 752 b 0.96 a 0.69 a 498 b 0.43 a

MTCL0318 677 a 0.95 a 0.68 a 440 a 0.42 a

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 4.3b
Cooked salted noodle texture after 24 hour dough rest
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(p ≤ 0.001, r2 = 0.99) as has been observed previously (Ross 2006), therefore chewiness data 

will not be discussed further. Springiness, cohesiveness and resilience, which were ratios of 

different aspects of the two bite TPA curve, had a more restricted range of values. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) indicated that there were significant differences in cooked noodle 

hardness, cohesiveness, and resilience at 0 h between varieties (p ≤ 0.001, p ≤ 0.001, and p≤ 

0.01 respectively). There was no significant difference in springiness at 0 h.  

 

Cooked noodle hardness values from Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 were similar (Table 4.3a). 

This may be due to the similarities in flour protein content, dough mixing properties, and 

RVAPV of the two samples (Table 3.1, Figure 4.1). On the other hand, cooked noodle 

characteristics of Stephens and MTCL0318 were similar to each other, even though 

MTCL0318 had a higher flour protein content (Table 3.1). Notably both Stephens and 

MTCO0318 both had the least tolerant mixing characteristics (Figure 4.1). Black et al (2000) 

and Ross et al (1997) indicated that noodle texture generally becomes softer with increased 

RVAPV. So despite low RVAPV (leading theoretically to harder cooked noodles), the softer 

texture of noodles made from Stephens most likely reflects Stephens low flour protein 

content and weak mixing characteristics. Possible reasons for the softer than expected texture 

of the MTCL0318 cooked salted noodles were that it was related to the poorer mixing 

tolerance, or the possibility that at such high flour protein the noodles were so rigid in 

structure that they began a brittle failure before the probe reached 75% compression leading 

to an erroneous value for hardness. This needs further investigation with respect to noodles 

made with flour of much higher than optimum protein content. 

 

Relationships between cooked salted noodle characteristics at 0 h and flour data 

 

Linear correlations will generally be omitted from the results and discussion section, with a 

few exceptions that were not the result of apparent “two point” regressions. Two point 

regressions occurred in many cases because the flour varieties used could be divided into two 

categories; Stephens being one, and the three hard varieties being the other for dough 

properties and MTCL0318 being one and the other 3 varieties being the other for flour 

protein content. As a result, many of the correlations were misleading. For instance, noodle 

hardness was strongly correlated with farinograph peak and stability times (r2 = 0.78, and 

0.86 respectively, p ≤ 0.001). However, the strong correlation may be explained by the 

limitations of the data set highlighted above. Figure 4.4a and b, show examples of scatter 
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plots of these “two point” regressions. Nevertheless, Figure 4.4a and b also show that in a 

categorical sense samples with high farinograph peak and stability times generally produced 

harder noodles within this sample set. The relationship between farinograph peak time and 

noodle hardness was divided into two clusters. When the farinograph peak time was longer 

than 15 min significantly harder noodles were produced (p ≤ 0.001), whereas softer noodles 

were produced when farinograph peak time was less than 15 min. When farinograph stability 

was higher than 20 min, noodles tended to be harder. On the other hand, when farinograph 

stability was below 20 min noodles tended to be softer. This type of categorical relationship 

also held true for mixograph tolerance parameters (Table 4.1); for example % bandwidth 5 

minutes after peak (%BW5) > 50% for both water and salted mixographs were associated 

with harder noodles and %BW5 < 30% with softer noodles. This type of categorization was 

not possible when comparing LSF RT-0s with cooked noodle hardness at 0 h. RT-0 for 

MTCL0318 was higher than RT-0 for Rampart, which produced the harder cooked noodles. 

 

Cooked noodle TPA after 24 h 
 

Table 4.3b shows cooked noodle texture data after 24 h dough rest. Cooked salted noodles 

hardness ranged from 755 to 674 g.  ANOVA showed that there were significant differences 

in noodle hardness and resilience (p ≤ 0.001 and p ≤ 0.01). Cooked salted noodles hardness 

values of Stephens and MTCL0318 were not significantly different from each other but 

hardness values for these 2 samples were lower than those for the other 2 samples. Cooked 

salted noodle hardness values of BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart were not significantly different 

from each other. There were no significant differences in springiness, and cohesiveness (p ≥ 

0.05). Hardness decreased after the 24 h dough rest for all 4 samples (Table 4.3a and b). The 

decrease in hardness was more evident in Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 than in Stephens and 

MTCL0318 and somewhat reflected the changes seen in LSF RTs between 0 and 24 h (Figure 

4.2b). Springiness and cohesiveness remained within the same range before and after the 24 h 

dough rest, but resilience increased slightly.  
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Figure 4.4 Noodle textural characteristics vs. farinograph parameters at 0 h (a) cooked salted 
noodle hardness vs. farinograph peak (fpeak), (b) cooked salted noodle hardness vs. 
farinograph stability (fstab)  
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Relationships between cooked salted noodle characteristics after 24 h dough rest and 

flour data 

 

There was no correlation between noodle hardness and flour protein content after 24 h dough 

rest, although positive correlations between the two parameters were reported in many studies 

(Crosbie et al 1999; Oh et al 1985; Park et al 2003). As seen at 0 h, the data set could again 

be divided into two clusters on a scatter plot where longer farinograph peak and stability 

times were related to harder noodles (data not shown). The separation of the clusters was not 

as distinct as seen at 0 h as a result of smaller spread of hardness values at 24 h. 
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion: GMP Weight and 
Dynamic Rheology; Flour and Salted Noodle Doughs  
 
Flour and salted noodle GMP; general observations 

 

Stephens was the only soft wheat variety used in this study. The GMP isolated from flour of 

this variety exhibited different textural and visual characteristics when compared to GMP 

isolated from flour of the three hard wheats varieties. GMP isolated from Stephens flour 

appeared to be “clear and watery”.  In contrast, GMPs isolated from the three hard wheat 

flours were opaque and exhibited less apparent ‘flow’. These observations were confirmed by 

rheological testing (see “Small deformation dynamic rheology of GMP” below). For all four 

varieties, GMP gels isolated from the dough-compounding stage onwards were more opaque 

and ‘gummier’ in texture (resembled tapioca pudding) than the gels isolated from flour. 

Generally, the gummier texture of GMP gels was less evident after the salted noodle doughs 

were rested for 24 h.  

 

GMP wet weight from flour and from salted noodle doughs  

 

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show the average GMP wet weights (GMP weight) of GMP isolated 

from flour, and from the salted noodle doughs at four noodle processing stages (a; after 

mixing: c; after compounding: e; after reduction sheeting: f; after 24 h resting). Data are 

presented again in the figure to highlight the observed trends. ANOVA indicated that there 

were significant differences between GMP weights from the 4 varieties (p ≤ 0.001). GMP 

weights from Stephens were significantly lower than those from the three hard wheats at all 

times with the exception of BZ9W02-2060 at stages c and e (Table 5.1). Don et al (2003a, 

2005b) reported similar results, with stronger varieties having higher GMP weights. 

 

GMP was also isolated after the 1st and 2nd dough rests during noodle processing (stages “b” 

and “d”). However, the data from these two stages are not presented as they confound the 

general trends seen across the worked doughs at stages a, c, and e. Characteristics of the stage 

f doughs (after 24 h rest), are indicative of the changes in dough properties seen in the 2 

intermediate rest stages b and d, where there was some recovery of GMP weight  
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Flour
Sample ID a c e f
Stephens 2.29 a 1.96 a 1.53 a 1.58 a 1.74 a
Rampart 2.78 b 2.13 a 1.95 b 1.89 b 2.36 b

BZ9W02-2060 2.60 b 2.18 a 1.75 b 1.82 b 2.45 b
MTCL0318 2.67 b 2.20 a 1.95 b 2.04 c 2.54 b

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 5.1

Noodle processing stage

Average GMP weight (wet weight basis) isolated from 4 flour varieties and salted noodle
doughs at different stages of noodle processing
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Figure 5.1 Amount of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. Error bars 
indicate between varieties LSD. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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as seen in most samples at 24 h. The 24 h GMP weight data will be used to illustrate changes 

in GMP attributes seen after dough resting.  

 

GMP weight was the highest from flour in all cases (Table 5.1, Figure 5.1). In all cases GMP 

weight decreased significantly after mixing (stage a) and then declined further reaching a 

minimum value at either stage c or e (Figure 5.1). Decreased GMP weight was also reported 

during mixing of bread doughs (Don et al 2003a; 2003b), this supported our findings where 

decreased GMP weight was seen when the doughs were being worked (mixed or sheeted) in 

stages a, c and e. The decreased GMP weight seen in the above studies was most likely to be 

due to the depolymerization of GMP during the mixing process, resulting in smaller soluble 

polymers, and reducing precipitation in SDS (Skerritt et al 1999; Weegels et al 1998). The 

reductions in GMP weight during sheeting were more like those seen during dough mixing 

(Don et al 2003a; 2003b) rather than the absence of change seen when doughs were mixed in 

simple shear (Pieghiembardoust et al 2005). Minimum GMP weights during noodle dough 

processing were of the order of 68% of flour GMP weight for Stephens, Rampart, and 

BZ9W02-2060, and 76% of flour GMP weight for MTCL0318. The retention of GMP weight 

during salted noodle dough processing was much higher than the reported retention of GMP 

weight in fully developed breadmaking type doughs, which was only around 5% or less of the 

original flour GMP weight (Don et al 2003b). The differences observed could be a result of 

one or more of three factors; the salted noodle doughs were much drier with putatively lower 

molecular mobilities than breadmaking doughs, the salted noodle doughs contained salt in 

contrast to the flour/water doughs used by others, and the type of deformation experienced by 

the salted noodle doughs was somewhat intermediate between that exerted by conventional 

dough mixers or by simple shear. 

 

Resting the doughs caused the GMP weights to increase again (Table 5.1, Figure 5.1). 

However, GMP weight never recovered to the weight of the GMP extracted from flour. When 

observing breadmaking type doughs, Weegels et al (1997a) saw higher recoveries of GMP 

weight after resting. In addition, although Stephens GMP weight increased on resting, the 

recovery of GMP weight was much smaller than that observed for the three hard wheats. The 

increased GMP weight from noodle doughs after 24 h rest (stage f) suggested that during 

resting of salted noodle doughs GMP also repolymerized as seen for breadmaking doughs, 

and that repolymerization was faster for flour with stronger dough mixing characteristics. 

Both these observations were consistent with the reports of Skerritt et al (1999) and Weegels 
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et al (1997a; b) for higher water breadmaking type doughs. However, the recovery of GMP 

weight, as noted, was lower overall for the salted noodle doughs. These doughs are much 

drier than breadmaking doughs. It is possible in the drier dough system that there is reduced 

molecular mobility for these large polymers and that reduced molecular mobility restricts 

their ability to reassociate. 

 

There appeared to be a slight positive correlation between flour protein content and GMP 

weight (p ≤ 0.05). Reported relationships between flour protein content and amount of GMP 

weight are less clear (Don et al 2003a; 2003b) than observed here. The positive correlation 

observed in this sample set may be due to Stephens, which had the lowest protein content and 

consistently the least amount of GMP when compared to the 3 hard wheats (Table 3.1). 

However, it was shown that after Stephens was removed from the analysis, a positive 

association was still observed. This suggested that the correlation may not be an artifact of 

this sample set.   

 

Initial linear correlation analyses showed a positive relationship between dough mixing 

properties (Table 3.1, Table 4.1, and Figure 4.1) and GMP weight. However, after removal of 

Stephens from the analyses, the relationships became ambiguous. In contrast to our data, 

associations between stronger dough mixing properties and increased GMP weight were 

reported in various studies (Don et al 2003a; 2003b; Skerritt et al 1999).  

 

Small deformation dynamic rheology of GMP  

 

Figure 5.2 shows a typical plot of G’ vs. strain for GMP isolated from the 4 varieties. 

Rampart, BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318 showed typical gel characteristics where elasticity 

decreased as strain increased. The behavior was consistent with other reports on the strain 

dependency of GMP G’ in the literature (Don et al 2003a). Stephens on the other hand, where 

the gel was more ‘watery’, exhibited very low G’ that decreased less with increased strain.  

 

The region where G’ was independent of increased strain is known as G’ plateau value 

(extreme left side of graph in Figure 5.2). G’ plateau values of GMPs were used for 

comparisons between samples and will be referred to as GMP-G’ from this point forward. 

The average GMP-G’ from flour and dough at various stages of noodle processing is reported 

in Table 5.2 and Figures 5.3 and 5.4. GMP-G’ from Stephens was significantly different from  
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Figure 5.2 G’ vs. strain of GMP isolated from flour samples from Stephens, Rampart, 
BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318. 
 
 
 
 

Flour
Sample ID a c e f
Stephens 10.9 a 7.0 a 6.6 a 4.9 a 5.8 a
Rampart 52.6 b 58.9 b 77.3 b 103.1c 41.6 b

BZ9W02-2060 72.7 c 94.5 c 138.2 d 124.1d 59.2 b
MTCL0318 59.2 bc 46.5 b 84.6 c 64.5 b 46.1 b

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Noodle processing stage

Table 5.2
Average elastic modulus (G') data from GMP isolated from flour and salted noodle doughs 

at 4 different stages of noodle processinga

a G' data taken at G plauteau region for comparison
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Figure 5.3 Average G’ of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. Error 
bars indicate between varieties LSD. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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Figure 5.4 Average G’ of GMP isolated from Stephens flour and 4 noodle processing stages. 
Error bars indicate between varieties LSD. fl=flour, a=after mix, c=after compound, e=after 
sheet, f=after 24 h dough rest. 
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the three hard wheats at all times (p ≤ 0.001). There were greater differences between the 

hard wheat varieties at the working stages (a, c, e) than at the resting stage (f). Figures 5.3 

and 5.4 show the average GMP-G’ from each flour variety and at the different stages of 

noodle processing. Figure 5.4 is an expansion of the Stephens plot from Figure 5.3 to make 

the changes observed more distinct for the reader. GMP-G’ values for Stephens were 

extremely low at all stages when compared to the three hard wheats. Stephens had the 

weakest dough mixing properties (Table 3.1), consistent with the low GMP-G’ values. The 

figures give a general sense of the changes occurring through the process. There were three 

different patterns of change in GMP-G’ as processing proceeded. The weakest variety 

Stephens showed a gradual decrease in GMP-G’ from flour and through stages a to e 

followed by a slight increase over stage e after resting at stage f (Figures 5.3 and 5.4).  

MTCL0318, the variety grouped with Stephens in respect to poorer mixing tolerance but with 

longer mixing time (Table 4.1), showed no significant change (a slight decrease) from flour 

to stage a increased at stage c and decreased through stages e and f. The two stronger 

varieties behaved alike. GMP-G’ increased to a maximum at either stage c or e, and 

decreased to the level of MTCL0318 after 24 h rest at stage f.  The decreased GMP-G’ at 

stage f suggested that elasticity of Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 was greatly reduced by resting 

the dough. The prominent change with resting the dough for 24 h was also seen in cooked 

noodle texture where hardness was reduced by almost half (Table 4.3 a and b).  The only 

variety that showed changes in GMP-G’ consistent with reported monotonic decreases in 

GMP-G’ on mixing doughs to peak development (Don et al 2003b) was Stephens. The other 

varieties showed anomalous changes in GMP-G’ across the process compared to changes 

observed for GMP isolated during mixing of breadmaking type doughs. 

 

G’ of the GMPs extracted from flour and from noodle dough at stages a and c seemed to be 

ranked like mixograph mixing times (i.e. Stephens < Rampart = MTCL0318 < BZ9W02-

2060; Table 4.1). However, after final sheeting (stage e) the GMP-G’ values were ranked in 

two distinct groups more like mixograph tolerance indicators (Table 4.1) (i.e. mixograph; 

Stephens = MTCL0318 < Ram = BZ9W02-2060: GMP-G’ at stage e; Stephens < MTCL0318 

<<< Ram < BZ9W02-2060). These data suggest that the dough properties early in sheeting 

were related primarily to the development part of the mixograph curve, and those late in 

sheeting to the tolerance indicators measured after peak development. Then after 24 h rest, 

GMP-G’ was equivalent for the three hard wheat samples, and significantly lower for 

Stephens. The absence of changes in the GMP-G’ of Stephens over the 24 h rest, and the 
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substantial reductions in GMP-G’ of the hard wheat samples in the same time period is 

reflected in the reductions in RT (Figure 4.2b) and noodle hardness (Tables 4.3a and b) 

observed previously. 

Figure 5.5 shows average δ of GMP (GMP- δ) from each flour and at the different stages of 

noodle processing. Again as seen in the GMP-G’ data, there was a distinct separation 

between Stephens and the three hard wheats. GMP-δ from flour GMP was very similar across 

all varieties. However, Stephens had the highest overall GMP-δ at all noodle processing 

stages. The high GMP-δ indicated that GMP isolated from salted noodle dough made from 

Stephens flour was the most liquid-like in characteristic when compared to MTCL0318, 

Rampart and BZ9W02-2060. This was supported by the observed physical characteristics of 

GMP from Stephens which exhibited more apparent flow. In the hard wheats the small 

decreases in GMP-δ seen across the worked dough stages (Figure 5.5) were consistent with 

the increased GMP-G’ values observed at the same stages (Figure 5.3). The increased GMP-δ 

values seen across the process for Stephens doughs (Figure 5.5) also is consistent with the 

decrease in GMP-G’ seen at the same stages (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). 

 

Relationship between GMP-G’, flour, noodle and dough properties 

 

Flour protein was not correlated with GMP-G’ from flour and any noodle processing stages 

(p ≥ 0.05). LSF dough relaxation time at 0 h was positively correlated with GMP G’ from 

flour (p ≤ 0.001; r2 = 0.95). The positive correlation was still evident even after Stephens was 

removed from the data set r2 = 0.60) (Figure 5.6). Relationships between G’ of GMP isolated 

at the successive dough processing stages a ,c, e, and f and relaxation time at 0 h were not as 

strong (r2 = 0.75, 0.82, 0.78, and 0.73 respectively) as that seen with flour GMP G’. LSF 

dough relaxation time at 24 h was not significantly correlated with GMP G’ from 24 h rested 

dough stage f. The association between relaxation time at 0 h (stressed doughs) and flour 

GMP G’ supported our understanding of the behavior of stronger doughs – stronger doughs 

have longer relaxation times and therefore higher G’. However, the ambiguous relationships 

between relaxation time at 0 h and the working dough stages (a, c, e) and relaxation time at 

24 h and the rested (f) stage was puzzling especially since 0 h corresponds exactly to stage e 

and 24 h corresponds exactly to stage f.  Therefore one might anticipate that characteristics of 

GMP extracted from the doughs at these stages would be better related to the dough 

behaviors.  
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Figure 5.5 Average δ of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. Error 
bars indicate between varieties LSD. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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Figure 5.6 Salted GMP-G’ vs. LSF relaxation time at 0 h. (a) with Stephens (b) without 
Stephens. 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion: Alkaline Dough and 
Noodle Rheology and Cooked Noodle Texture 
 
Alkaline Mixograph parameters 

 

Mixographs were also performed in a 1.67% (w/v) sodium carbonate solution equivalent to 

the 1% w/w (fb) addition of sodium carbonate to the noodles when a 60% water addition was 

used in mixograph testing. Results are shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1. Alkaline 

mixograph parameters were very difficult to measure. The two varieties shown to be weaker 

by standard or saline mixographs showed a slight rise in the early part of the curve that could 

have been construed as a “peak” and was measured as such. The most striking features of the 

alkaline mixograms was, except for Stephens, the almost complete loss of a peak, and again 

except for Stephens, the maintenance of > 80% of the bandwidth between 2 and 5.5 min (the 

conventional mixing times) and the end of the trace at 12 min. Extended mixograms of 30 

minutes for all varieties showed no further breakdown in the mix curve or reduction of 

bandwidth even after this extreme length of time (data not shown). However, even Stephens 

showed dramatically less reduction in bandwidth under alkaline conditions (Tables 4.1 and 

6.1). The other striking feature of the alkaline mixograms was the almost complete loss of 

differentiation between varieties seen in the other mixograph testing (Figures 4.1 and 6.1). 

Another striking observation was the appearance of the alkaline doughs (Plate 6.1). The 

doughs appeared to be grossly under-mixed, even after 30 min mixing, being “short” and not 

able to be pulled out gently into a sheet as can be done with conventional doughs. Salted and 

standard doughs behaved, felt (extremely sticky), and appeared as expected for overmixed 

doughs when removed from the mixer after the conclusion of the mixograph test (Plate 6.1). 

 

Alkaline dough rheology; lubricated squeezing flow (LSF) 

 

The four varieties were significantly different for all measured LSF rheology parameters (p ≤ 

0.001). Figure 6.2 a – d shows the alkaline dough rheology data of the 4 flour varieties at 0 h 

and after 24 h dough rest. Maximum force at 0 h was highest for Rampart, the other three 

varieties were not significantly different. At 24 h Stephens and Rampart had highest LSF 

maximum force and BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318 grouped together with lower maximum 

force. As seen in salted noodle doughs, Stephens had the largest increase in maximum force  
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Type Absorptiona MTP BW at Peak BW 5 min after Peak % BW 5 min after Peak Descent Angle

Sample ID (%) (min) (mm) (mm) (%) (O)
Stephens Alkaline 58.0 1.9 a 43.0 b 26.0 a 60.5 a 150 a
Rampart Alkaline 63.0 3.2 b 34.0 a 30.5 b 89.7 b 179 b

BZ9W02-2060 Alkaline 59.0 3.5 b 37.5 a 34.5 b 92.0 b 178 b

MTCL0318 Alkaline 62.0 5.3 c 37.0 a 30.0 b 81.1 b 168 b

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).
aAbsorption as determined by experienced dough handler, no statistical calculation was performed

Table 6.1

Water and salt mixograph absorption, peak time (MTP), bandwidth (BW) and descend angle of four flour varieties
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Figure 6.1 Mixograph curves of flour in 1.67% (w/v) alkali solution. From left to right: 
Stephens, Rampart, BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318 
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Plate 6.1 Alkaline dough after 30 min of mixing in the mixograph. Top: Alkaline dough still 
inside the mixograph bowl, the dough lack stickiness exhibited by typically overmixed 
dough. Bottom: Alkaline dough showing the lack gluten development after 30 min mixing.
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Figure 6.2 Alkaline LSF dough rheology data. Error bars indicate between varieties LSD. (a) 
Maximum force at 0 h and after 24 h dough rest (b) Relaxation time at 0 h and after 24 h 
dough rest (c) Residual force at 0 h and 24 dough rest (d) ABEV at 0 h and after 24 h dough 
rest. 
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after 24 h rest. The greater increase in maximum force or stiffness of Stephens and Rampart 

might again be a result of water absorption of the doughs not being completely optimized. 

Stephens and Rampart could have slightly under-optimum water additions, or on the contrary, 

BZ9W02-2060 could have slightly over-optimum water additions. Dough stiffness 

(maximum force) of Stephens and Rampart increased after 24 h dough rest, whereas 

BZ9W02-2060 and MTCL0318 decreased. There is no mechanistic explanation available for 

the 2 different behaviors. No reports examining noodle doughs in this manner are available in 

the literature. The larger increase in alkaline dough stiffness after the 24 h dough rest in 

Stephens, suggested that the addition of alkali had a bigger impact on this variety.  

 

Overall stiffness or maximum force was slightly but significantly higher in alkaline noodle 

doughs than salted noodle doughs (p ≤ 0.001; overall means 11.5 and 9.5 N respectively) 

(Figures 5.2a, 6.2a). It is not known whether that using this LSF method and sample 

geometry that LSF maximum force values of around 9 and 11 N may indicate optimally 

hydrated salted and alkaline noodle doughs respectively. Again, this aspect of the current 

study requires further work, but may provide a valuable tool for noodle technologists if this 

conjecture can be confirmed.  

 

Relaxation time (RT) (time for force to relax to 1/e of maximum force) was much longer at 0 

h than after 24 h dough rest for all varieties (Figure 6.2b). This indicated that doughs were 

more elastic at 0 h than after 24 h. The hard wheat alkaline doughs had longer RTs than 

Stephens at both 0 h and 24 h, which corresponded with our general understanding of their 

higher elasticities and stronger dough mixing properties at neutral pH (Table 3.1, Chapter 4). 

The longer RTs seen in stronger alkaline doughs were again in agreement with Ross and Ohm 

(2006). However, the differential between the stronger hard-wheat doughs and the weaker 

Stephens dough was far more evident at 0 h than after 24 h. As with salted doughs the effects 

of resting on RT was much greater for the strong doughs. There was significant difference in 

RT between the alkaline and salted noodle doughs (p ≤ 0.01; overall means = 10.2 and 9.6 s 

respectively). Based on the overall means, the alkaline doughs seemed marginally more 

elastic but the profound differences observed between the salted and alkaline mixograph 

doughs were not seen using LSF and RT. (Figure 4.2b, 6.2b). This fits with our observations 

that 1; the alkaline doughs mixed in the mixograph at ~ 60% water addition were strikingly 

different to the salted and standard mixograph doughs and 2; that there were not many tactile 
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differences that could be detected between the alkaline and salted dough sheets during 

processing.  

 

LSF residual force and ABEV were again correlated with LSF maximum force as for salted 

noodles but the coefficients of determination were slightly smaller (without Stephens, 

residual force at 0 and 24 h r2 = 0.84 and r2 = 0.89 respectively, ABEV at 0 and 24 h r2 = 0.93 

and 0.89 respectively). As with the salted doughs Stephens constituted another population of 

samples to the 3 hard wheats. Even though Stephens dough appeared to be a different 

population with a different Y-intercept than the hard wheats, the slopes of the regressions 

were all similar but not grouped as tightly as the slopes for the salted noodle doughs; 

Stephens alone residual force = 0.5709*maximum force; hard-wheats residual force = 

0.3057*maximum force; all samples residual force = 0.4618*maximum force. Overall, this 

indicated that both residual force and ABEV were again highly dependent on maximum 

force, and were therefore also probably measures of dough consistency or stiffness. However, 

unlike maximum force, residual force for the alkaline doughs again decreased significantly 

from 0 to 24 h, indicating that it also was related to the same physical changes that caused the 

large decreases in RT in the alkaline doughs over the 24 h resting period. As a result residual 

force and ABEV will be discussed no further as independent measures of alkaline noodle 

dough rheology in LSF. 

 

Residual force (after stress relaxation for 25 s) was significantly different between the 

alkaline and salted noodle doughs (p ≤ 0.001). Residual force of the alkaline doughs was 

higher than salted doughs (overall means 3.15 and 2.56 N respectively). Residual force after 

24 h decreased in both salted and alkaline noodle doughs but the alkaline decreased less 

compared to the salt noodle doughs (overall percent decreases 32 and 44% respectively).  

ABEV was also significantly different between alkaline and salted noodle doughs (p ≤ 

0.001). In general ABEV was higher in alkaline noodle doughs than salted noodle doughs 

(overall means 0.21 and 0.18 N respectively).  Taken as a whole, these results show the 

alkaline noodle doughs to be slightly stiffer, and to have slightly higher extensional 

viscosities than the salted noodle doughs. There are two possibilities 1; LSF is insensitive to 

changes in doughs wrought by the addition of alkali, 2; at the low water additions used in 

noodle doughs, the differences between salted and alkaline doughs are indeed small. Option 2 

seems more likely as it conforms to my experience in handling the respective alkaline and 

salted noodle doughs. The sensitivity of LSF could be tested by using LSF to investigate high 
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water (~ 60% fb) alkaline and salted doughs to see if the profound differences seen in the 

mixograph could be repeated. 

 

Cooked alkaline noodle rheology at small deformation 

 

Figure 6.3 shows G’ versus frequency of cooked alkaline noodles. Cooked noodle G’ was 

positively associated with increased deformation frequency. Cooked noodle G’ values of all 4 

varieties at 1 Hz were very similar. Increased frequency affected the varieties in a very 

similar way and differences in cooked noodle G’ between varieties were small. In contrast, 

cooked noodle G’ of salted noodles had a greater spread of values (Figure 4.3). For salted 

noodles, Stephens had the lowest cooked noodle G’ but for the alkaline noodles, Stephens 

had an intermediate cooked noodle G’ (Figure 6.3). In fact, the change in G’ with increased 

frequency was almost identical for Stephens and BZ9W02-2060 (Figure 6.3).  

  

Table 6.2 shows the average phase angle (δ), storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) 

data of the cooked alkaline noodles. Mean values of three replicates each with 2 repeated 

measures are reported.  The values at deformation frequency of 1 Hz were used for 

comparison. There was no significant difference in any of the three measure parameters (p ≥ 

0.05).  Cooked noodle δ ranged from 6.520 to 7.180. As seen in the salted noodles, low δ 

indicated that the cooked noodle disc had primarily solid-like characteristics. Stephens had 

the lowest δ, indicating that it had the most solid-like characteristics. MTCL0318 on the other 

hand had the highest δ, indicating that it was the least solid-like.  

 

Cooked noodle δ was significantly lower (p ≤ 0.001) in the alkaline noodles than the salted 

noodles (overall means 6.9 and 8.40 respectively) supporting results reported by Edwards et al 

(1996) and Shiai and Yeh (2001), and the general understanding of the “tougher” bite of 

alkaline noodles. Additions of alkaline compounds were shown to toughen doughs and 

increase their rigidity and this may be related to the lower δ values (stronger ‘solid-like’ 

characteristic or increased stiffness) expressed by the cooked alkaline noodles. The addition 

of the alkaline compound may increase competition for water available thus delaying protein 

hydration and development resulting in the increased stiffness. The effect of alkali was 

different amongst the samples. For instance, cooked noodle δ decreased the most in Stephens 

compared to the three hard wheats again suggesting the variety with the weaker dough 

characteristics responds more to the addition of alkali.  
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Figure 6.2 Frequency dependence of storage modulus (G’) of cooked alkaline noodles  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

δa G'a G"a

Sample ID (°) (kPa) (kPa)
Stephens 6.52 a 18.50 a 2.13 a

Rampart 7.12 a 20.07 a 2.51 a
BZ9W02-2060 6.70 a 18.80 a 2.19 a 

MTCL0318 7.18 a 17.71 a 2.23 a

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly 
different (p > 0.05).

Table 6.2

Mean dynamic viscoelasticity data of cooked alkaline noodles

a = δ - phase angle, G' - storage modulus, G" - loss modulus
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Rampart was ranked the most elastic (highest G’), and MTCL0318 ranked the least elastic 

(lowest G’). G” values were highest from Rampart and lowest from Stephens following the 

same trend as G’ (Table 6.2). 

 

The overall cooked noodle G’ was significantly and conspicuously higher in alkaline noodles 

compared to salted noodles (p ≤ 0.001; overall means 18.7 and 9.3 kPa respectively). The 

increased stiffness (or δ) of the alkaline noodle doughs may have also resulted in higher 

cooked noodle G’. Higher G’ in alkaline doughs was also reported by Edwards et al (1996) 

and Shiai and Yeh (2001). G” was also significantly higher in alkaline noodles compared to 

salted noodles (p ≤ 0.01; overall means 2.5 and 1.4 kPa respectively). 

 

 
Cooked alkaline noodle TPA at 0 h 
 
 
Cooked noodle TPA immediately after sheeting at 0 h is shown in Table 6.3a. Noodle 

hardness ranged from 844 – 1725 g. Hardness was highly correlated with chewiness (p ≤ 

0.001, r2 = 0.97), thus, chewiness will not be discussed further. Springiness, cohesiveness and 

resilience, which were ratios of different aspects of the two bite TPA curve, had a more 

restricted range.  

 

ANOVA indicated that there were significant differences in noodle hardness, cohesiveness 

and resilience (p ≤ 0.001, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively). There was no significant difference in 

springiness at 0 h (p = 0.059). Noodle hardness values of Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 were 

similar to each other. This may be due to the similarities in protein content, RVAPV and 

dough mixing properties (Table 3.1, 4.1, Figure 4.1). Higher protein content is associated 

with harder alkaline noodles (Ross 1997). Nevertheless, noodle hardness of Stephens and 

MTCL0318 were almost identical to each other despite the difference in protein content 

(Table 3.1).  

 

Surprisingly hardness of the cooked alkaline noodles was significantly lower than salted 

noodles at 0 h (p ≤ 0.001) (Table 4.3a, 6.3a). However, the same trend seen in the salted 

noodles was present – clustering of Stephens and MTCL0318 into the softer group and 

BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart into the harder group. Springiness and cohesiveness of alkaline 

and salted noodles was significantly different (p ≤ 0.001). Generally, alkaline noodles at 0 h  
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Hardness Springiness Cohesiveness Chewiness Resilience

Sample ID (g)
Stephens 844 a 0.92 a 0.69 b 536 a 0.40 c

Rampart 1725 b 0.89 a 0.69 b 1059 b 0.39 ac

BZ9W02-2060 1715 b 0.91 a 0.67 a 1051 b 0.37 a

MTCL0318 845 a 0.88 a 0.68 b 506 a 0.38 ab
Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 6.3a
Cooked alkaline noodle texture immediately after sheeting (0 h)

 
 

 

 

Hardness Springiness Cohesiveness Chewiness Resilience
Sample ID (g)
Stephens 1537 a 0.94 a 0.67 ac 974 a 0.42 b

Rampart 1498 a 0.96 a 0.69 a 994 a 0.44 b
BZ9W02-2060 1420 a 0.95 a 0.65 ab 880 a 0.41 ab

MTCL0318 1361 a 0.95 a 0.63 a 815 a 0.38 a
Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 6.3b
Cooked alkaline noodle texture after 24 hour dough rest
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were less springy and less cohesive than salted noodles at 0 h (Table 4.3a, 6.3a). Resilience 

was not significantly different between alkaline and salted noodles (p ≥ 0.05). 

 

Relationships between cooked alkaline noodle characteristics at 0 h and flour data 

 

In contrast to relationships described in the literature (Crosbie et al 1999; Park et al 2003; 

Ross et al 1997), flour protein was negatively associated with 0 h cooked noodle hardness in 

this data set (p ≤ 0.05). The removal of Stephens from the data set increased the negative 

association and r2 to 0.98. The negative association was due entirely to MTCL0318, which 

had highest protein content but produced softer noodles.  

 

A general positive association was also seen between noodle hardness at 0 h and stronger 

dough mixing properties (farinograph peak and stability, mixograph tolerance parameters). A 

positive association between stronger dough properties and noodle firmness was also reported 

in many studies (e.g. Miskelly and Moss 1985; Ross et al 1997). The positive association 

between the two parameters in this study was again based on categorization of the data set 

into two clusters as in the salted noodles. Samples with farinograph peak time shorter than 15 

min produced softer noodles and samples with farinograph peak time longer than 15 min 

produced harder noodles.  This categorical relationship also held true for mixograph tolerance 

parameters from standard and salted mixographs (Table 4.1) but not from alkaline 

mixographs (Table 6.1); for example %BW5 > 50% for both water and saline mixographs 

were associated with harder alkaline noodles and %BW5 < 30% with softer alkaline noodles 

at 0 h.  

 

Cooked alkaline noodle TPA after 24 h dough rest 
 

Table 6.3b shows cooked alkaline noodle TPA after 24 h dough rest. Noodle hardness ranged 

from 1537 g – 1361 g. Hardness was again also highly correlated with chewiness after 24 h, 

and will not be discussed (p ≤0.001, r2 = 0.99). There were significant differences between 

varieties in cohesiveness and resilience (p ≤ 0.001 and 0.05 respectively). Unlike hardness at 

0 h, there was no significant difference between varieties after 24 h (p ≥ 0.05).  Cooked 

alkaline noodles from Stephens and MTCL0318 were almost twice as hard after 24 h dough 

rest compared to immediately after sheeting at 0 h. In contrast, BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart 

became marginally softer after resting the dough for 24 h. Springiness and resilience also 
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increased slightly after 24 h dough rest, whereas cohesiveness was slightly lower. The only 

consistent piece of evidence here is the routinely higher response of Stephens to alkali 

addition especially after the 24 h rest. Interestingly, MTCL0318 cooked alkaline noodles also 

became harder after the doughs were rested and it is notable that MTCL0318 also had poor 

mixing tolerance, more similar to Stephens than either BZ9W02-2060 or Rampart (Figure 

4.1). 

 

Alkaline noodles were significantly harder that salted noodles after 24 h (p ≤ 0.001). This was 

in contrast to the softer texture of the alkaline noodles observed at 0 h (Table 4.3a, 6.3a). 

Salted noodle hardness decreased after dough rest across all varieties (Table 4.3b). However, 

only BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart become softer after 24 h (Table 6.3b). Stephens and 

MTCL0318 became almost twice as hard after storage (Table 6.3b). Overall there appear to 

be a varietal differences in the responses to alkali addition in noodle doughs and cooked 

noodles but the underlying mechanisms of the differences are as yet undefined. Springiness 

and cohesiveness was significant different between alkaline and salted noodles as discussed 

above in “Cooked alkaline noodle TPA at 0 h”. Resilience was not significant different 

between the two types of noodles (p ≥ 0.05).  

 

In general, over both 0 and 24 h, alkaline noodles were harder than salted noodles (overall 

means 1365 and 1041 g respectively). Alkaline noodles were also less springy and cohesive 

(overall means 0.92 and 0.94, 0.67 and 0.69 respectively).  

 

Relationship between cooked alkaline noodle characteristics after 24 h and flour data 

 

There was no clear association between noodle hardness after 24 h with any of the flour data 

parameters and reflected, if anything, the masking of the varietal differences also seen in the 

alkaline mixographs. 
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Chapter 7: Results and Discussion: GMP Weight and 
Dynamic Rheology; Flour and Alkaline Noodle Dough  

 
Flour and salted noodle GMP: general observations 

 

The textural and visual characteristics of GMP gels isolated from flour samples were 

described in Chapter 5 (see “Flour and salted noodle GMP; general characteristics”). In 

contrast to the clear to white appearance of the salted GMP gels, GMP gels isolated from the 

alkaline doughs were light yellow in color, suggesting that the addition of alkali may also 

have caused coloration in the protein fraction or caused pigments to be co-extracted with the 

GMP. GMP gels isolated from the dough compounding stage onwards were more opaque and 

‘gummier’ in texture than GMP gel isolated from mixed doughs (stage a). The overall 

increase in ‘gumminess’ from stage c was more profound in the alkaline GMP gels compared 

to the salted GMP gels. In addition to the increased ‘gumminess’, alkaline GMP gels also felt 

stickier and exhibited less apparent flow compared to gels isolated from salted noodle 

doughs.  

 

Flour and alkaline noodle GMP wet weight 

 

Table 7.1 shows the average GMP weights of GMP isolated from four flour samples and 

from the alkaline doughs (alk-GMP) at the four sequential noodle processing stages. GMP 

was also isolated after 1st and 2nd dough rests (stages “b” and “d”) during noodle processing. 

However, the data from these two stages are not presented as explained in Chapter 5. 

 

There were significant differences in alk-GMP weight between the varieties (p ≤ 0.01). GMP 

weights from Stephens flour and the four sequential noodle processing stages were 

significantly lower than the three hard wheats (p ≤ 0.05, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01 and 0.05 

respectively). Alk-GMP weights of BZ9W02-2060, Rampart and MTCL0318 were not 

significantly differently from each other at stages a and  f  (Table 7.1, Figure 7.1) despite the 

differences in conventional dough mixing properties between the three samples (Table 3.1, 

Table 4.1). However, MTCL0318 which had the weakest dough mixing properties among the 

three stronger varieties had the highest alk-GMP weight at stages c and e. Different rates of 

polymerization and depolymerization in varieties with different high molecular weight 
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Flour

Sample ID a c e f
Stephens 2.29 a 1.80 a 1.43 a 1.44 a 1.56 a

Rampart 2.78 b 2.26 b 1.73 b 1.65 b 1.94 b

BZ9W02-2060 2.60 b 2.36 b 1.75 b 1.70 b 1.91 b

MTCL0318 2.67 b 2.28 b 2.07 c 2.11 c 2.11 b

Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Noodle processing stage

Table 7.1

Average GMP (wet weight basis) isolated from 4 flour varieties and alkaline noodle doughs
at different stages of noodle processing
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Figure 7.1 Amount of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. Error bars 
indicate between varieties LSD. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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compositions was reported by Skerritt et al (1999). It seemed that MTCL0318 may be more 

resistant to depolymerization during mixing compared to the other varieties. Considering that 

MTCL0318 had poorer mixing tolerance (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1) than BZ9W02-2060 and 

Rampart then this contradicts Don et al (2003b). However, the alk-GMP weight results from 

Stephens are in accordance with the same concept that lower dough strength is associated 

with low GMP-weights. As this is the first recorded observation of GMP isolated form 

alkaline doughs, more work is needed to confirm or refute these findings. 

 

BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart shared a similar trend in alk-GMP weight across the isolation 

stages, where alk-GMP weight decreased through the dough working stages (a and c), 

reaching a minimum at stage e and then significantly increased in stage f (Figure 7.1). 

Stephens and MTCL0318 also shared a trend across the process reaching a minimum at 

stages c and e and then showing no significant increase in alk-GMP weight after 24 h dough 

rest. Even when alk-GMP weight did increase again, it was to a lesser extent than seen for 

salted doughs (Figure 5.1).   

 

Changes in alk-GMP weight during the working stages and after dough rest were consistent 

with the literature (Don et al 2003b; 2005a; Skerritt et al 1999; Weegels et al 1998). 

Decreased GMP weight was likely due to depolymerization which led to smaller, SDS 

soluble, polymers. In contrast, increased alk-GMP weight was likely caused by 

repolymerization of GMP during rest, which was faster in doughs with stronger mixing 

properties (BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart) but to a much reduced extent at the high pH 

compared to salted doughs (Chapter 5).  

 

There appeared to be no associations between alk-GMP weight and the flour data (Table 3.1).   

 

To improve the comparison between alkaline and salt GMP weights, GMP weight was 

normalized to the amount of GMP isolated from flour (= 100%). Minimum weights of alk-

GMP and salt-GMP both occurred at stage c and e (Figures 5.1 and 7.1). Alk-GMP weights 

decreased more than salt-GMP weights in Stephens, BZ9W02-2060 and Rampart (alkaline: 

62.4%, 65.5%, 59.3% of flour-GMP weight respectively and salted: 66.8%, 68.0%, 67.3% of 

flour-GMP weight respectively). MTCL0318 was the only variety that had a higher minimum 

GMP weight from alkaline noodle dough than salted noodle dough. In fact, alkaline GMP 

weight in MTCL0318 remained relatively stable and did not decrease as much as the other 
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varieties (Table 7.1). GMP weight increased at stage f for both alkaline and salted noodles 

likely due to repolymerization discussed above. Nevertheless, recovery was considerably 

lower in the alkaline noodles than salted noodle across all varieties (alkaline: Stephens 

68.1%, BZ9W02-2060 73.6%, Rampart 70.0%, MTCL0318 79.0% of flour-GMP weight; 

salted: Stephens 75.7%, BZ9W02-2060 84.9%, Rampart 94.3%, MTCL0318 95.2% of flour-

GMP weight). Stephens had the lowest percent recovery compared to the three hard wheats in 

both types of dough.  MTCL0318 on the other hand had the highest percent recovery of GMP 

weight in salted doughs but did not show any recovery of GMP weight in the alkaline sample 

during the period between stages e and f. The implications of these new findings are yet to be 

determined. 

 

Dynamic rheology of GMP at small deformation 

 

The region where G’ was independent of increased strain is known as G’ plateau value 

(extreme left side of graph in Figure 6.2). The average alk-GMP-G’ from flour and noodle 

doughs at various stages of noodle processing is reported in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2. Alk-

GMP-G’ values from flour, and stages c and f were significantly different between varieties 

(p ≤ 0.001, p ≤ 0.001 and p ≤ 0.05 respectively). Alk-GMP-G’ values from stages a and e 

were just about significantly different between varieties (p = 0.055 and 0.054). Stephens had 

the lowest GMP-G’ across all stages compared to the three hard wheats, which did not differ 

substantially. Weaker conventional dough mixing properties supported the low alk-GMP-G’ 

values reported from Stephens.  

 

Average alk-GMP-G’ changed within each of the four varieties from flour through the last 

stage of noodle processing. Despite differences in dough mixing properties, all 4 varieties 

showed no change (MTCL0318), or slight decreases (Stephens, BZ9W02-2060, Rampart) in 

alk-GMP-G’ after stage a (mixing). If the observed decreases in alk-GMP-G’ after mixing 

were confirmed they would be in agreement with the reported monotonic decreases in GMP-

G’ seen by Don et al (2003b) on mixing doughs to peak development. Alk-GMP-G’ from 

alkaline noodle doughs increased during the remaining sheeting and resting stages to a 

maximum at stage f.  All of the increases in alk-GMP-G’, and the parallel increases seen in 
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Flour

Sample ID a c e f
Stephens 10.9 a 8.0 a 48.6 a 64.0 a 99.7 a

Rampart 52.6 b 22.2 a 57.9 a 124.8 b 201.1 b

BZ9W02-2060 72.7 b 39.2 ab 111.7 b 182.2 c 189.0 b

MTCL0318 59.2 b 69.9 b 111.6 b 148.6 bc 210.8 b
a G' data taken at G plauteau region for comparison
Values followed by the same letter in the same column are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 7.2

Average elastic modulus (G') data from GMP isolated from flour and alkaline noodle doughs 

at 4 different stages of noodle processinga

Noodle processing stage
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Figure 7.2 Average GMP-G’ of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. 
Error bars indicate between varieties LSD. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c 
(after compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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salt-GMP-G’ (Chapter 5) contradict the reported decreases in GMP-G’ in doughs made at 

breadmaking water additions (Don et al 2003b) 

 
Figure 7.3 shows the average GMP-δ from each flour variety and at the different stages of 

noodle processing. GMP-δ from all four varieties were similar except Stephens at stage a. 

The unusually high GMP-δ from this stage appears to be anomalous.  

 

There was no other clear relationship between alkaline GMP-G’ and any other flour 

parameters.  

 

To improve the comparison between alkaline and salt GMP-G’, GMP-G’ was normalized to 

the value of GMP isolated from flour (= 100%). Figure 7.4 shows the normalized GMP-G’ 

from salted noodles. As reported in Chapter 5 Stephens was anomalous with respect to the 

other samples; salted GMP-G’ decreased after mixing and remained between 45 and 60% of 

flour GMP-G’ for the remainder of the process. The three hard wheats showed a similar 

pattern of response in salted dough GMP-G’ with maximum GMP-G’ values in the order of 

140 to 200% of their respective flour GMP-G’ values. After resting all three hard wheat 

samples had salted noodle dough GMP-G’ values in the order of 75 to 80% of the original 

flour GMP-G’ values. Figure 7.5 shows the normalized GMP-G’ from alkaline noodles. The 

first striking observation is the difference in the ordinate scales of the two noodle types 

(Figures 7.4 and 7.5). The second is that Stephens showed a general increase of GMP-G’ 

across the process. This was in contrast to the decrease seen in salted GMP-G’. Furthermore 

the size of the increase was notable; around 900% of the original flour GMP-G’ value. For 

the hard wheat samples two things were striking; one, the already observed increases in 

GMP-G’ over the 24 h rest between stage e and f in the alkaline noodle doughs contrast to the 

decreased GMP-G’ seen at the same stage in the salted noodle doughs; two, the extent of the 

proportional increase in GMP-G’ across the process was again higher for the alkaline GMPs 

(in the order of 250  to 350%; Figure 7.5) compared to the salted noodle dough  GMP-G’ 

values (140 – 200%; Figure 7.4). 

 

 

The same striking difference was also seen between saline and alkaline mixographs, 

particularly mixogaphs from Stephens flours (Table 4.1, 6.1, Figure 4.1, 6.1). The differences 

seen in the GMP-G’ values of the two noodle types were the only differences in the noodle 
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doughs that were of the scale observed when comparing standard and saline mixographs with 

their alkaline counterparts. 
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Figure 7.3 Average δ of GMP isolated at flour stage and 4 noodle processing stages. Error 
bars indicate between varieties LSD.Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest). 
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Figure 7.4 Normalized GMP-G’ values of the salted noodle doughs based on GMP-G’ values 
of flour (= 100%) for each variety. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c (after 
compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest) 
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Figure 7.5 Normalized GMP-G’ values from the alkaline noodle doughs based on GMP-G’ 
values of flour (= 100%) for each variety. Within the cluster of bars for flour, a (after mix), c 
(after compound), e (after sheeting), f (after 24 h dough rest) 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 
 

Mixograph 

 

Doughs characteristics of the 4 varieties as assessed by standard mixographs were consistent 

with the previously determined farinograph dough mixing properties (Table 3.1).  

 

Mixographs done in a 2% (w/v) saline solution resulted in marginal increases in dough 

development time and mixing tolerance for the three hard wheats. Stephens’ mixing time and 

tolerance were unchanged (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). Longer mixograph mixing times and 

improved mixing tolerances in the presence of salt were expected, but it was not clear why 

Stephens did not respond as the hard wheats did.  

 

Mixographs done in alkali were radically different from the water and saline mixographs. The 

clear differences in mixing characteristics between varieties seen in water and saline solution 

were almost completely masked (Figure 4.1, 6.1). For the three stronger mixing hard wheats 

there was no evident peak in the alkaline mixograms and bandwidth remained at > 80% of 

bandwidth at “peak” for the full duration of mixing. Stephens showed a hint of a peak in the 

mixing curve at around 2 min and some reduction in bandwidth, but bandwidth remained > 

60% of the bandwidth at peak. Interestingly, all varieties showed no further breakdown in the 

alkaline mix curve or further reduction of bandwidth even after 30 min of mixing. In contrast, 

mixograph bandwidth only 5 minutes after peak of the water and saline doughs was typically 

< 52% and < 63% respectively of bandwidth at peak, even for the strongest doughs, and < 

30% of bandwidth at peak for Stephens (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). Rather astoundingly, alkaline 

doughs appeared to be grossly under-mixed even after 30 min of mixing. Salted and standard 

doughs were extremely sticky and extensible as expected for overmixed doughs, but after 

only 10 to 12 min of mixing. 

 

Lubricated squeezing flow (LSF) 

 

Comparison of salted and alkaline doughs 

LSF showed that alkaline doughs had significantly higher maximum force values (dough 

stiffness), residual force, and biaxial viscosity (ABEV) than salted noodles (p ≤ 0.001). 
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Overall the alkaline noodle doughs were slightly stiffer, and had slightly higher extensional 

viscosities than the salted noodle doughs. However the differences between salted and 

alkaline doughs were not as profound as those seen between the salted and alkaline 

mixograph doughs (Figure 4.1, 4.2, 6.1, 6.2). To emphasize this point, the handling 

characteristics of the noodle doughs, which were adjudicated while making the noodles, were 

not noticeably different between the salted and alkaline types. Overall LSF rheology 

indicated a lack of differentiation between the salted and the alkaline noodle doughs (Figure 

4.2, 6.2). However, it appears that the lack of differentiation in LSF was not due to 

insensitivity of the method but reflected the actual condition of the doughs. The crucial 

difference seems to be associated with the low water additions in the noodle doughs (~32% 

water addition) compared to the much larger water additions in the mixograph doughs (~ 

60% water addition) (Figure 4.1, 6.1). There are no records of similar studies on noodle 

doughs available in the literature, and more work needs to be done to confirm the findings 

reported here.  

 

Comparison of varieties 

LSF maximum force values were not apparently related to measures of dough strength 

(Figure 4.2a, 6.2a). In general MTCL0318 had the lowest or equal lowest maximum force, 

and Rampart highest or equal highest. This may have been more of a reflection of water 

addition (above or below optimum; see “Optimum water addition” below) than dough 

properties related to dough strength etc. Differences in residual force and biaxial viscosity 

between varieties followed a similar pattern to that observed for maximum force (Figure 4.2c, 

4.2d, 6.2c, 6.2d). 

 

LSF relaxation times at 0 h of the hard wheats were longer than the soft wheat LSF relaxation 

times at 0 h in both salted and alkaline noodle doughs (Figure 4.2b, 6.2b). This indicated 

higher elasticity in the hard wheat noodle doughs regardless of dough pH. The intervarietal 

differences seen between the stronger hard wheat doughs and the weaker doughs of Stephens 

in the water and saline mixographs were retained when observing LSF relaxation times 

(Figure 4.1, 6.1)  

 

LSF relaxation times at 0 h of the salted noodle doughs made from hard wheats were 

significantly different (p ≤ 0.001) from each other (Figure 4.2b). BZ9W02-2060 had the 
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strongest mixing properties according to the salted mixograms (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1), and 

also had the longest LSF salted noodle dough relaxation times at 0 h (Figure 4.2b).  

 

Interestingly, there were no differences in RT-0 between varieties for the alkaline noodle 

doughs made from the hard wheats (Figure 6.2b). The addition of alkali may have once again 

masked varietal differences amongst the hard wheats as it did in the alkaline mixographs.  

 

Comparison of 0 h (unrested) and 24 h (rested) doughs 

Overall there were only small changes in maximum force between 0 and 24 h. This was also 

true of biaxial viscosity. Residual force did decline significantly between 0 and 24 h and was 

another indicator of the more relaxed physical properties of the rested doughs. This was 

evident in both salted and alkaline noodles.  

 

LSF relaxation times were longer at 0 h than after 24 h for both types of noodles, showing 

that noodle doughs were more elastic at 0 h. This is in accordance with the general 

understanding that unrested doughs are more elastic. After 24 h, differences in relaxation 

times between varieties in both noodle types almost disappeared; this was especially obvious 

when comparing the stronger hard wheat doughs and the weaker soft wheat dough which 

were now not significantly different from each other (Figure 4.2b, 6.2b).  

 

Optimum water addition 

There is no well validated and convenient objective method of ‘optimizing’ water content of 

noodle doughs available in the literature. The use of existing methods (hand-feel and 

appearance of the dough - Ohm et al 2006; size of dough crumble pieces - Ross and Hatcher 

2006), even if based on mixograph water absorptions (Ohm et al 2006), can result in doughs 

of variable physical consistency or stiffness. Interestingly, LSF may be a valuable tool to 

investigate optimum water additions to noodle doughs. Under the measurement conditions 

used in this study, it seemed that maximum force values of 9 and 11 N may indicate 

optimally hydrated salted and alkaline noodle doughs respectively. However, this aspect of 

the current study requires further work, but may provide a valuable tool for noodle 

technologists if this conjecture can be confirmed.  

 

Cooked noodle dynamic rheology at small deformation 
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There was no significant difference between varieties in any of the cooked dynamic rheology 

parameters in either salted or alkaline noodles (p ≥ 0.05) (Table 4.2, 6.2). However, the 

spread of cooked alkaline noodle storage modulus (G’) values was smaller than the spread of 

the cooked salted noodle storage modulus values (Table 4.2, 6.2). This suggested that 

addition of alkali again diminished differentiation between varieties.  

 

Cooked alkaline noodles were more solid-like (significantly lower delta (δ) values, p ≤ 0.001) 

than the cooked salted noodles. Cooked alkaline noodles also had significantly and 

conspicuously higher storage moduli than the cooked salted noodles (p ≤ 0.001). Higher 

storage moduli and lower delta values in alkaline doughs were also reported by Edwards et al 

(1996) and Shiai and Yeh (2001).  Higher storage modulus and lower delta are consistent 

with the general understanding of the “tougher” bite of cooked alkaline noodles. 

 

Noodle TPA  

 

The results from noodle TPA were confounding and inconclusive. It was surprising that 

Stephens and MTCL0318 had similar cooked noodle hardness in salted noodles at 0 and 24 h, 

and in alkaline noodles at 0 h, when MTCL0318 had much higher flour protein content 

(Table 3.1, Table 4.3a, 6.3a). A possible reason for the softer than expected texture of the 

MTCL0318 cooked noodles may have been related to the poorer mixing tolerance of that 

variety compared to Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 (Figure 4.1). An alternative possibility was 

that at such high flour protein the cooked noodles were so rigid in structure that they began a 

brittle failure before the probe reached 75% compression. If this occurred it would have led to 

erroneous values for hardness. Further investigation with respect to noodles made with flour 

of much higher than optimum protein content is required.  

 

Cooked noodle hardness values in salted noodles at 0 and 24 h, and in alkaline noodles at 0 h, 

resembled the groupings of mixing tolerance seen in the water and salted mixographs (group 

1 softer noodles, poorer mixing tolerance: Stephens and MTCL0318) (group 2 harder 

noodles, better mixing tolerance: Rampart and BZ9W02-2060) (Table 4.3a, 6.3a Figure 4.1). 

This suggests an influence of dough strength attributes on cooked noodle texture in this 

sample set. 
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Quite surprisingly, cooked salted noodles were harder than cooked alkaline noodles at 0 h 

(Table 4.3a, 6.3a). This contrasts with the common observation that alkaline noodles made 

from a flour sample are harder than the salted noodles made from the same flour. 

 

When cooked after the 24 h dough rest salted noodles were softer than they were when 

cooked immediately after sheeting (0 h) (Table 4.3a, b). In the case of the cooked alkaline 

noodles, they were harder when cooked after the 24 h dough rest (Table 6.3a, b). Notably 

when cooked after the 24 h dough rest there were no longer any significant differences 

between varieties in hardness values of the cooked alkaline noodles. Once again it appears 

that a persistent characteristic of alkali addition to doughs is a masking of intervarietal 

differences.  

 

GMP general characteristics 

 

GMP gels isolated from salted and alkaline doughs were different in appearance and texture. 

Alkaline GMPs were pale yellow and opaque. Salted GMPs were not pigmented and were 

transparent to opaque. Alkaline GMP gels were generally ‘gummier’ and stickier than the 

salted GMP gels. Gel gumminess increased after the compounding stage in both noodle types.  

 

GMP weight 

 

GMP weight decreased after mixing (Table 5.1, 7.1, Figure 5.1, 7.1). It continued to decrease 

to a minimum value at sheeting stage c or e and these decreases occurred in GMP extracted 

from both salted and alkaline noodle doughs. Alkaline GMP weight decreased more than 

salted GMP weight (Table 5.1, 7.1, Figure 5.1, 7.1). GMP weight increased for all 4 varieties 

after the 24 dough rest (stage f) in salted doughs. In alkaline doughs GMP weight increased 

only for Rampart and BZ9W02-2060 and remained constant for the Stephens and MTCL0318 

after the 24 dough rest (stage f). Overall, GMP weight recovered to a higher extent in the 

salted noodle doughs than the alkaline noodle doughs. Therefore it appeared that the addition 

of alkali led to a higher degree of depolymerization during noodle processing and hindered 

repolymerization of GMPs during dough resting.  
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Stephens had the lowest percent GMP recovery (stage f) in both salted and alkaline noodles. 

This may be a result of its weaker dough mixing properties. Lower GMP recovery in varieties 

with weak dough characteristics was also reported by Don et al (2003a; b). 

 

MTCL0318 had the highest percent GMP recovery (stage f) for the salted noodle doughs 

(Table 5.1, Figure 5.1) but MTCL0318 showed no increase in GMP weight at all in alkali. 

Interestingly, alkaline GMP weight also did not decrease as much in this variety (Table 7.1, 

Figure 7.1). Although MTCL0318 had the weakest dough mixing properties out of the three 

hard wheats (Table 3.1), it appeared under alkaline conditions to be the most resistant to 

depolymerization during noodle dough processing and most resistant to repolymerization 

during resting. The implications of these new findings are yet to be determined. 

 

GMP rheology 

 

Storage moduli (G’) of GMP from flour and extracted from salted noodle doughs at stages a 

and c were ranked like mixograph mixing times (i.e. Stephens < Rampart = MTCL0318 < 

BZ9W02-2060; Table 4.1). However, after final sheeting (stage e) storage moduli of GMP 

extracted from salted doughs were ranked in two distinct groups (Stephens < MTCL0318 

<<<< Ram < BZ9W02-2060). This grouping was similar to the groupings for mixograph 

tolerance indicators in salted doughs (e.g. BW5; Stephens = MTCL0318 < Ram = BZ9W02-

2060; Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). These data suggest that the dough properties of salted noodle 

doughs early in sheeting were related primarily to the development part of the mixograph 

curve, and those later in sheeting were related the tolerance indicators measured after peak 

development. Similar associations were not seen between alkaline GMP storage moduli and 

any mixograph parameters. Again, the alkali appears to be masking the mixing properties of 

the flour (Table 3.1, 4.1, Figure 4.1) possibly through effects on the rheology of the GMP. 

 

GMP storage modulus from Stephens was the lowest of all the varieties in both noodle types. 

This was as expected from the literature (Don et al 2003a; 2005a) (Table 5.2, 7.2, Figure 5.3, 

5.4, 7.2) and from the dough analyses done in this study.  

 

In salted doughs storage modulus of GMP extracted from Stephens appeared to show a small, 

persistent, and systematic decrease across the process. However, changes in storage modulus 

between processing stages were not significantly different. In contrast, the GMP storage 
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moduli of the three hard wheat salted noodle doughs increased to a maximum at the end of 

sheeting (stage e). After resting for 24 h storage moduli of GMP extracted from the salt 

noodle doughs from the three hard wheats declined back to levels lower than or equal to the 

storage modulus of the GMP extracted from the flours. 

 

The alkaline dough GMP storage moduli had a different response across the process. Except 

for MTCL0318, GMP storage moduli decreased slightly but not significantly after mixing 

(stage a). Thereafter GMP storage moduli increased to end of sheeting (stage e). After dough 

resting for 24 h GMP storage moduli of Rampart, MTCL0318, and Stephens increased. GMP 

storage modulus BZ0W02-2060 GMP remained constant. This contrasted strongly with the 

declines in GMP storage modulus seen in the salted doughs after the 24 h rest period. There 

was no evident relationship between GMP storage moduli from alkaline doughs and the 

mixograph characteristics of the three hard wheats.  

 

GMP storage moduli increased as both types of noodle doughs were compounded and 

sheeted, except for the Stephens salted doughs. The observed increases in GMP storage 

moduli during working of the noodle doughs were opposite to the observed decreases in 

GMP storage moduli reported for mixing of doughs made at breadmaking water additions 

(Don et al 2003b). This again highlights the fundamental differences in low water doughs 

(~32% fb) and doughs at higher water additions (e.g. ~60% fb) and further indicates that the 

profound differences observed may be related to the rheology of the glutenin macropolymer. 

 

When comparing GMP storage moduli between salted and alkaline noodle doughs the first 

striking observation was that Stephens showed a general increase of GMP-G’ across the 

process in alkaline doughs and the opposite, a general descrease in GMP-G’ across the 

process in salted noodle doughs. For the hard wheat samples two other things were striking; 

one, the already observed increases in GMP-G’ over the 24 h rest between stage e and f in 

alkaline doughs, in contrast to the decreased GMP-G’ seen at the same stage in the salted 

noodles. The second was the extent of the proportional increase in GMP-G’ across the 

process, which was notably higher for the alkaline GMPs (Figure 7.5) compared to the salt 

noodle GMP-G’ values (Figure 7.4). Striking differences were also seen between saline and 

alkaline mixographs and the differences seen in the GMP-G’ values of the two noodle types 

were the only differences in the noodle doughs that were of the same scale. 
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Further studies are planned. These focus around some fascinating preliminary data not 

reported in this study. These data showed that GMP extracted from alkaline doughs had 

significantly higher levels of total pentosans (non-starchy polysaccharides) than GMP 

extracted from the salted noodle doughs. This finding may point to an explanation for the 

additional gumminess and opacity of the alkaline GMPs. Further, the presence of an 

additional high polymer that could form a three dimensional elastic network, either 

independent of or entangled with the GMP, might explain the higher elastic moduli and lower 

delta values of the alkaline dough GMPs, the longer LSF relaxation times of the alkaline 

noodle doughs, and the unusual behavior of the alkaline mixograph doughs. 
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